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ABSTRACT

The growing forensic evidence base is often not fully reflected in the development of
theories and the truth-finding process throughout the criminal justice system. This is
worrying; it may lead to a misunderstanding of the meaning and value of the evidence
by decision-makers, which has been shown to result in wrongful convictions on a significant scale. One of the justifications for the range of issues and concerns expressed over
the years regarding the analysis, interpretation, and presentation of evidence includes a
limited situational understanding of observations at that time. This thesis addresses the
hypothesis that some misinterpretations (i.e. an invalid belief in an hypothesis given the
evidence) could have been minimised.
Four related approaches demonstrate that in many cases, better inferences and decisions could have been made. First, the legal, historical, logical, and knowledge-base perspectives on making reasonable and fair arguments from observations are explored. The
challenges which need to be overcome between the law and sciences are demonstrated,
and a case is made that fundamental theories of analyses and interpretations have not
been studied sufficiently in the light of scientific approaches and reasoning processes.
Second, a systematic study of Court of Appeal cases identifies that misleading evidence
is a prevalent and sometimes avoidable issue in England and Wales. Examples include a
misinterpretation and miscommunication of the relevance, probative value, and validity
of evidence. Third, to explore the misuse of evidence more in-depth, a novel conceptual
framework incorporating key components of interpretations from trace scripts is developed, allowing for systematic approaches to evaluating interpretations. Fourth, this
framework is applied to the interpretation of geo-forensic evidence. It is demonstrated
that the approaches taken to study uncertainties and the effects of these approaches on
the expression of beliefs and decision-making processes are not always sufficiently taken
or transparently presented.
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I M PA C T S TAT E M E N T

The findings of this thesis, which provide a better understanding of the nature and extent of misinterpretations of forensic evidence and present methodologies to evaluate
and avoid these, can and have shown to be of value both within and outside academia.
The results have opened up a range of new research possibilities, by laying the previously lacking necessary foundation and systematic methodologies to study misinterpretations beyond the criminal cases, jurisdictions, and evidence types presented in this
thesis. Moreover, by filling the knowledge gap by making the misinterpretation of evidence within cases presented at Crown Courts in England and Wales explicit, it can
inform policy makers and the public on the current state of forensic science.
The work shown in this thesis has been presented at national and international conferences, which were attended by a range of audiences including practising legal scholars,
forensic practitioners, and academics. These disseminations have have led to an interest from researchers across domains, and more specifically, have resulted in collaborative projects on financial and medical evidence within England and the United States.
More generally, interest has been shown into the methodologies developed in this thesis,
and the possibility of extending these to form the foundation of machine learning approaches. Questions have also been raised on the impact these findings have on forensic
practice, and how experts can incorporate this knowledge when presenting evidence in
court.
In addition to scientific audiences, these findings have shown to be of value to policy
makers, where results have been discussed with the Government Office of Science and
presented to the House of Lords Science and Technology Committee, where it has informed their recent inquiry into forensic science (House of Lords, 2018). This highlights
an acknowledgement that these issues occur and that they should be addressed, and
that there is a willingness from policy makers to achieve this. Moreover, this research
has been used as a foundation of a response paper questioning the extent to which this
applies to legal practice in jurisdictions outside of the United Kingdom (Broeders, 2018).
The findings from this thesis have not only been disseminated through academic conferences and journal articles (Smit, Morgan, and Lagnado, 2017), but have also been
discussed in the press and on social media, and thereby reaching members of the general public. Examples include articles both with regards to the specific state of DNA
analysis and interpretation (The Conversation, 2017; The Guardian, 2017a), as well as
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on the general state of forensic science (The Guardian, 2018a; The Law Gazette, 2018).
Moreover, the findings from this thesis have been disseminated to the press by being
highlighted in the Elsevier Research Selection. Lastly, letters have been received from
imprisoned individuals as a result of the publication of the findings from this thesis,
hoping that these findings can shed some light on their alleged wrongful convictions.
This shows the opportunities that follow from this research to start and continue the
discussion on the misinterpretation of forensic evidence.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Jus·tice / ‘ dz2stis / noun (..)
1.1 the quality of being fair and reasonable
- Oxford English Dictionary, 2016

Justice should be an idealistic driving force for any aspect of society, and the process
of attributing guilt following presumed criminal actions against society is no exception.
An inevitable question is, then, how fairness and reasonability can be achieved within this
legal domain. The key mechanism is a system of rules outlining criminal acts, whereby
a Trier-of-fact decides whether (they believe that) the requirements and standards of certainty of guilt are met (Horowitz, 1997). A major assumption underlying this process is
the idea that one, to a certain extent, can be fair and reasonable when making decisions
while facing uncertainties. This idea contains two parts: an ability to express a belief
in an hypothesis as close to the truth as possible, and a mechanism to make informed
and justified decisions following this belief. Where the former requires a valid and sufficient knowledge base and sound inference methods, the latter is based upon established
thresholds and acceptable information gains. These processes form the basis for evaluations and decisions from observations at a variety of stages within the criminal justice
system, from initial crime scene examinations until conviction and sentencing decisions
in court.
The term belief is used throughout this thesis as an expression of the probability that
an event will occur (i.e. that an hypothesis is true). This term is commonly used to
highlight the difference between ‘objective’ frequencies at which an event occurs and
‘subjective’ degrees of belief that an event will occur (Pearl, 1988). This notion of subjectiveness does not necessarily suggest that the expression is non-scientific, but merely
that it is dependent upon which (scientific) premises are considered. The challenge with
expressing a belief in an hypotheses is that these can not simply be expressed as true or
false, as the inevitable presence of uncertainties makes knowing the complete truth impossible. A lack of acknowledging, understanding, incorporating, and communicating
these uncertainties throughout the criminal justice system has shown to result in wrongful interpretations and subsequent wrongful convictions on a large scale in the UK and
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beyond. Despite a range of questions raised about the scientific validity of forensic arguments by scholars and others (Garbolino, 2013), it has not resulted in sufficient rigorous
reforms in forensic practice. The major consequences affecting the justice system as a
whole and the concerns raised by the forensic community and governmental agencies
will continue to emerge if the processes of identifying fallacies and improving practice
is solely based on top-town approaches. This thesis therefore supports and contributes
to the premise that the forensic field needs to be improved from the bottom-up: using
reliable and accurate fundamental principles of the sciences more generally, to allow
for a transparent understanding and communication of observations, limitations, and
effects of uncertainties.
The process of how these uncertainties arise is represented in Figure 1.1, of which the
details are discussed and substantiated throughout this thesis. The process starts with
factors affecting the state of evidence once it is ‘created’ as a consequence of a criminal act, summarised as evidence dynamics. Such evidence is subsequently collected
and (partially) submitted for (various) analyses. Within these processes, factors such as
confirmation bias due to formed hypotheses and the effect of the case context play an important role when determining the possible relevance and probative value of these items
of evidence. As will follow from Chapter 4 and 5, the analysis stage may greatly depend
on the experience and access to methods of the analyst. Depending on the objectivity
of the analytical method, information on the context in which the evidence was found
has shown to influence results. Further interpretation of these results (i.e. expressing a
belief in hypotheses) depends on the way these hypotheses are defined. Here, the factors
in earlier stages that can cause additional uncertainties must be taken into account, as
well as the comprehensiveness and accuracy of databases used to determine population
frequencies and thereby the evidential value. The subsequent communication of these
results will be one of the main topics throughout this thesis, as it has shown to play a
crucial part in how beliefs are updated in the light of new evidence and how fair judgements are eventually made.
Although making less than ideal decisions when reasoning under uncertainties is inevitable, it does not mean that such mistakes should be accepted and simply taken for
granted. This is especially the case in reconstructing criminal events, as the stakes in
the pursuit of justice are high. Moreover, the field of forensic science operates in the
wider scheme of the criminal justice system where often, there is no time to ‘wait for the
science’ to improve arguments, and beliefs are required which, although not perfect in
a scientific mindset, might be helpful in a court of law (Mnookin et al., 2011). The general aim of this thesis is therefore to study the extent to which it is possible to express
more justified beliefs and subsequently make better decisions in forensic reconstructions.
Although what drives science and fascinates scientists is the possibility of developing
theories to address phenomena that are currently unknown, it is equally important to
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Figure 1.1: Schematic overview of the general processes in play from evidence creation until legal judgments.
Each step (grey box), faces both factors originating from biases (top) and due to other factors such
as the knowledge base or proposed hypotheses (bottom).

think critically towards earlier findings and evaluate whether one can rightfully build
upon that knowledge. Rather than focussing on the decisions and thresholds for reaching various decision-making outcomes, this thesis will therefore focus on the initial step
of the conceptualisation of information and reasoning towards beliefs. The challenge
lies with acknowledging the presence of hindsight bias – where it is easy to argue how
arguments and decisions should have followed from the knowledge base – better, while
ignoring what knowledge gain has been achieved in the meantime that has contributed
to those ‘better’ decisions. However, understanding where such discrepancies are can
support anticipation of the growing knowledge base in the future. The following four
chapters aim to address the extent to which these evaluations have been helpful within
the criminal justice system by taking a theoretical, legal, and scientific approach.
First, Chapter 2 explores the legal, historical, logical, and knowledge perspectives on
making reasonable and fair arguments from forensic evidence. This chapter shows the
challenges which need to be overcome between the law and sciences, and that many of
the fundamental ideas of analyses and interpretations have not been studied sufficiently
in the light of scientific approaches and logical reasoning processes. Therefore, although
there are distinct differences in the nature between the sciences and the law, and there
is still much to discover regarding the interpretation of forensic trace evidence, there
are many things which are currently known which should be better acknowledged and
incorporated in reasoning.

4
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Following a theoretical approach in Chapter 2, Chapter 3 aims to understand the extent and nature of misleading evidence currently present in criminal cases in England
and Wales, following successful appeals in the Criminal Court of Appeals. The findings
from a systematic empirical study to address this question found that the majority of
successful appeals were based upon the same materials available in the original trial,
rather than the presentation of new relevant information. The validity of witnesses, probative value of forensic evidence, and relevance of character evidence were the most
prevalent combinations of identified issues, with the majority of misleading evidence
types relating to their interpretation at activity level. The findings suggest that many of
these misleading aspects could have been understood at an earlier stage by providing
more transparency in the relationship between evidence and hypotheses.
Understanding these issues from a legal perspective highlights specific points which
should be addressed by forensic scientists. However, the question remains whether it is
currently possible to address these given the current capabilities of the sciences more
generally and situational capabilities of individual scientists. Therefore, Chapter 4 aims
to address the ability to develop a framework encapsulating a normative approach to
trace evidence evaluations. It develops and introduces the notion of trace scripts and
key components of trace interpretations, which are needed in order to comprehensively
and systematically evaluate the ways in which interpretations should and can be done.
Using this normative framework, Chapter 5 takes a descriptive approach to trace evidence evaluations, using the interpretation of geo-forensic evidence as an example. It
aims to understand current interpretations and evaluates the extent to which these are
(in)valid and (in)sufficient in supporting legal questions and expressing beliefs in established hypotheses. It follows from this study that in the interpretation of geo-forensic
evidence in particular, there is a clear lack in understanding the analytical capabilities
when assessing data and an ignorance towards understanding the limitation of findings.
The discussion in Chapter 6 introduces four general themes which have emerged
throughout this thesis. First, the nature of misinterpretations of evidence and possible explanations for their presence. Second, the variety of normative and descriptive
frameworks which can and should be used to study present issues and concerns in the
forensic sciences. Third, the need to recognise that distinct knowledge is required from
outside the forensic domain to ensure robust interpretations, as the more general reasoning methodologies and scientific endeavours all have a similar nature independent
of the scientific domain. The final theme addresses the lessons learned regarding the
development of a structured knowledge base and valid reasoning methods, anticipating
on the future growth in the forensic and wider scientific domains, and with that, an
increased expectation of contributing to the idea that expressed situational beliefs are
‘good enough’ in the search for justice.

CHAPTER II

FIVE PERSPECTIVES ON MAKING JUSTIFIABLE ARGUMENTS
FROM FORENSIC EVIDENCE

2.1

introduction

The aim of this chapter is to identify and study key aspects of the wider theoretical
framework of forensic science, in order to conceptualise and highlight the gaps between
the current situation and an idealistic goal of evidence interpretation. Here, an interpretation is seen as a belief in an hypothesis following the combination of case-specific
observations in an investigative setting and a general knowledge base (further explained
in Section 2.5). Moreover, this chapter aims to identify the obstacles to reaching such a
reality and introduces mechanisms to possibly address those.
As part of this analysis, four related viewpoints are discussed, which are shown in
Figure 2.1, and are followed by a section discussing the perspective taken in this thesis.
First of all, accepting that forensic reconstructions support various aspects of legal reasoning, questions need to be raised on the use and requirements of forensic evidence
within criminal law, using a number of legal systems as examples. This is followed by a
section which sheds light on the scientific inferences and legal decisions from a historical perspective, in order to learn from past achievements and mistakes. Third, accepting
that the reasoning from evidence towards a belief in hypotheses follows a coherent and
established approach, the challenges and possibilities of applying such approaches to
forensic inferences are studied. The fourth perspective focusses on the knowledge and
information needed within these arguments and the extent to which the knowledge
base and investigative-specific information can be obtained. The final and fifth perspective formulates the ways in which this thesis contributes to achieving the ultimate aim
of making fair and reasonable judgements from forensic evidence in the light of these
four perspectives.
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five perspectives on making justifiable arguments from forensic evidence

Figure 2.1: Schematic overview highlighting the relationship between the four perspectives discussed in Sections 2.2 - 2.5. Section 2.6 discusses the fifth perspective, which introduces the approach taken in this thesis.

2.2

legal perspective

2.2.1 Legal systems
It is important to explore the aspects and constraints of the relationship between legal
systems and scientific domains that are relevant when studying the added value of evidence. Legal systems can generally be distinguished by their means of truth-finding:
through a discussion of opposing parties (the adversarial system) or by a single authoritative investigation (the inquisitorial system) (Brants, 2011; Koppen and Penrod, 2012),
although most are in practice to certain extents influenced by both (Field, 2009). Moreover, the judge has a more active role throughout and before the trial in the inquisitorial
system as compared to mainly ensuring that cases are dealt with justly and following
the procedure rules. Additionally, previous case decisions form a more important basis on future decisions in an adversarial system as compared to inquisitorial systems.
With respect to the truth-finding process, the defence in inquisitorial-led systems usually does not have an active role in establishing the facts in a case. For example, in both
Switzerland (after the Swiss Code of Criminal Procedure replaced the cantonal regulations in 2011 (Gilliéron, 2013; Killias, 2008)) and the Netherlands (Brants, 2011), the
prosecutor directs the pre-trial investigation, and handles the examination, charges, and
prosecutions. The defence plays a subordinate role and often merely evaluates whether
the process is conducted fairly under the respect of the law. As a result, the information
is available before the trial and dual proceedings are avoided (Gilliéron, 2013). In more
adversarial-led systems such as England and Wales and the United States, the opposing
parties both play an active role in the investigation and present their evidence during
the trial to the Trier-of-fact (Findley, 2011). Due to the nature of the adversarial system, it
has been said to be driven by consensus rather than the inquisitorial views of finding out
the truth (Spottswood, 2015). It is, however, argued that the inquisitorial system faces
vulnerabilities due to a single authority leading the investigation, such as tunnel vision
in confirming the suspect‘s guilt (Roach, 2010). For example, requesting an additional
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expert often requires special circumstances (Roach, 2010), and because they are seen
as ‘non-partisan’, their statements are often accepted without being challenged (Brants,
2010). Additionally, in practice, confusion can exist between judges, prosecutors and defence attorneys as to whose role it ultimately is to question the validity of the evidence
(Vuille, 2013). Another aspect which may influence the extent to which forensic findings
are questioned is that many of the criminal cases are generally resolved before the case
even goes to court, through the so-called alternative proceedings in Switzerland or plea
bargaining in the US (Gilliéron, 2014). Even though such plea-bargaining options save a
considerable amount of time and money, they are often criticized for having a negative
effect on the integrity of the criminal justice system (Kulesza, 2011). In such cases, an
extensive amount of trust is put into the preliminary results of forensic analyses, where
little opportunity has presented itself to question these results at that point in time (Edmond et al., 2015). One of the ways to safeguard against the effects of insufficiently
questioning evidence during a trial is by legally regulating their use through evidence
admissibility standards.

2.2.2 Evidence admissibility standards
In many federal courts in the United States, the requirement of ‘general acceptance’ was
introduced in the Frye standard (Frye v. United States, 1923) after discussion that surrounded the admissibility of polygraph test results. However, the belief that the 1975
Federal Rules of Evidence superseded the Frye standard in the Daubert case in 1993, led
to the formulation of the Daubert standard, which incorporated requirements regarding the falsifiability, peer-review, error rates, and standards for the analysis of evidence
(Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, 1993). Some years later, the Kumho-ruling
stated that the Daubert standard should also be applied when non-scientific evidence is
presented (Kumho Tire Co. v. Carmichael, 1999). Even though these rulings were criticized for their limited impact on admissibility rates in the United States (Groscup and
Penrod, 2002), and many states continued to use solely the Frye standard (Cheng and
Yoon, 2005), they did require judges to scrutinize the (scientific) evidence in more detail
(Cheng and Yoon, 2005). More generally in European countries (including England and
Wales, Switzerland, and the Netherlands), the rights and principles of the legal systems
were greatly impacted by the European Convention of Human Rights (Keller and Stone
Sweet, 2008; Killias, 2008), protecting, for example, the suspect‘s right to a fair trial (Art.
6 ECHR). Furthermore, admissibility standards in the UK were widely discussed after
the publication of the Law Commission report in 2011, in which a statutory admissibility
test was recommended (The Law Commission, 2011). The UK government responded
that, “without certainty as to the offsetting savings which might be achieved, when set
against current resource constraints it is not feasible to implement the proposals in full
at this time” (UK Ministry of Justice, 2013, p.4). They did, however, argue for an amendment of the binding Criminal Procedure Rules providing, for example, the judge with
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more information regarding the expert evidence pre-hearing (UK Ministry of Justice,
2018). Although some admissibility standards are not always applied fully, their importance and need are increasingly being acknowledged (Tully, 2018). When inadmissible
evidence is nevertheless introduced in court, the judge has the option to instruct the
jury to disregard such evidence in their decision-making process. However, Lieberman
and Arndt (2000) have reviewed a range of studies suggesting that jurors are often not
capable of completely ignoring such information. On top of this, experienced judges are
often not able to suppress such subjective reactions either (Landsman and Rakos, 1994;
Wistrich, Guthrie, and Rachlinkski, 2005). It is therefore crucial that these effects are limited by establishing and following clear admissibility standards.
There is also a downside to having scientific standards set by the courts, especially
in common law systems where precedential decisions constitute the basis for the body
of law. For example, issues may arise such as those highlighted in the case of Regina v
T. Here, the validity of using likelihood ratios in the interpretation process was rejected
in the UK court (R v T, 2010). Whilst it cannot be denied that the expert failed to transparently report his methods, the ruling impacted the use of likelihood ratios as a whole,
resulting in a range of critical and concerning responses from the forensic community
(Thompson, 2012). Needless to say, the use of evidence to express beliefs in hypotheses
requires an extensive safeguarding system in ensuring that it contributes to fair and
reasonable decisions. This adds to the point taken in this thesis that a forensic expert
should take the major responsibility for providing valid arguments in a transparent and
non-partisan manner. This is crucially important as they are part of the basis on which
a Trier-of-fact makes their decision. Where the theoretical framework and normative
benchmarks of these decisions is discussed in Section 2.2.3, the importance of understanding these arguments will be emphasized more throughout the remainder of this
chapter, to lay the foundation for the study addressing the misinterpretation of evidence
from appeal court judgments in Chapter 3.

2.2.3

Normative benchmarks of legal decisions

Accepting that the Trier-of-fact does not know the complete truth and is required to
make decisions in the light of a range of uncertainties, the difference between factual
guilt and finding someone guilty needs to be addressed. The question which follows
is how it can be ensured that the ‘best’ decision has been made given the complexity
and significant consequences of making a ‘wrong’ decision. This process faces two challenges: how to specify the normative benchmark of an ideal judgement and how to
describe and evaluate the behaviour of the Trier-of-fact in the light of this benchmark
(Mitchell, 2010).

2.2 legal perspective

One of the normative perspectives to judicial decision-making follows from the standards of proof that have been set throughout an investigation to allow, for example,
holding a suspect, obtaining a search warrant, or convicting a suspect. In some states in
the United States, the standard of proof for the latter decision is that of ‘beyond reasonable doubt’, where the proof must be of “such a convincing character that a reasonable
person, after careful consideration, would not hesitate to rely and act upon that proof
in life‘s most important decisions” (Eighth Circuit Judicial Committee, 2017, p.92). In
the Crown Courts in England and Wales, the judge should direct the jury that “they
have to be satisfied so that they are sure before they can convict” (Judicial College, 2018).
Where admissibility standards (Section 2.2.2) mainly focus on when evidence is allowed
in court in the first place, jury directions highlight how to apply current legislation to
established beliefs, and standards of proof focus on decision thresholds, less attention
has been paid to legally regulating the way in which evidence should be used when
acting as a foundation of formulating arguments or expressing beliefs. Those who have
addressed this issue argue, for example, that normative judicial decisions could not only
be based on optimal trial outcomes or best fits with the current law, but should also consider, among others, statistical and epistemological models (Spottswood, 2013). One of
the key normative benchmarks should at least contain the idea that the observations
from evidence can merely contribute to developing a belief in an hypothesis, and that
decisions from these beliefs require stated assumptions and justifications with regards
to decision thresholds.
Facilitating studying the normative-descriptive gap, the Trier-of-fact in, for example, Switzerland and the Netherlands, must state the rationale behind their decision
(Gilliéron, 2014), where the obligation of a Swiss jury to present their reasoning and
the difficulty of meeting these requirements contributed to a move away from a jury
system (Killias, 2008). Were jurors in England and Wales are prohibited to disclose their
argumentation (Contempt of Court Act 1981), it does generally not prevent research on
juries, although this ruling has caused uncertainties around such possibilities (Thomas,
2008).

2.2.4 The law of evidence
Historically, it has been criticised that the evaluation of evidence in a legal setting was
often approached as the law of evidence, which concerns itself with the rules of what
and how evidence should be presented in court, rather than with the study of the evidence itself (Murphy, 2007). As one of the pioneers in the field of evidence, Bentham
even stated that the rules of evidence were merely restrictions upheld by lawyers on
what would later be called the science of evidence (Murphy, 2007). Moreover, Bentham
criticized the pragmatic way in which the law was systematised and applied (Walton,
2010), preferring the idea of a ‘natural system’ of evidence evaluation, in which the Trier-
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of-fact should assess the probative force of the evidence based on the extent to which he
was persuaded. He acknowledged that this could very well be less than moral certainty,
and stated that in order to establish such probabilities, one needs to both assess the
probability of the testimony being true and adjust the original probability in the light of
new testimonies, creating a ‘chain of reasoning’ (Twining, 1985).
During the 19th century, various attempts were made to rationalise the field rather
than the use of fragmented categories of sources of evidence and fields of criminal law
(Twining, 2011). It was not until Wigmore (1863–1943), who was the first to use the
term science of evidence in a scholarly setting (Schum, 1994), presented the idea of
structured arguments (‘the logic of proof’) at the beginning of the 20th century, that
some coherence could be achieved (Twining, 2011). Wigmore extended Bentham‘s belief
by suggesting a ‘chain of plausible inference’ and developed transparent methods to
structure arguments from complex sets of evidence and their relevance, probative force,
and credibility (Schum, 2009; Wigmore, 1937), without having them governed by legal
rules (Twining, 2011). However, throughout the 20th century, his ideas of developing
principles of proof were barely developed, some of the possible reasons being that the
development of the forensic sciences took place outside of legal schools, that interdisciplinary work was unpractical, and the belief that ‘just common sense’, rather than formal
instructions, was enough for fact-determination (Twining, 2011). Subsequent scholars including Twining and Schum studied the existence of a science of evidence, highlighting,
among many things, the difference between the evidence and the actual events reported
by the evidence and the relevance of structured arguments. They did not only aim to
make inferences from large amounts of information, but also focussed on the teaching aspects of evidence in order to increase the number of rational decisions made by
fact-finders (Hastie, 1993; Schum, 1994; Twining, 2003). Moreover, they argued that the
complex and multi-disciplinary study of the science of evidence should be recognised
as its own domain, and advocated for the involvement of other domains in the process
of inferential reasoning, including logic, epistemology, sociology, psychology, and when
studied in the legal domain, law and the forensic sciences (Murphy, 2007). Ultimately:
“Evidence never speaks for itself, but has to be interpreted through the filters
of models, assumptions and analyses. Generic attributes of evidence include
accuracy, credibility, objectivity, relevance, provenance and weight. One item
of evidence may corroborate another, or conflict with it, or explain away
its apparent message. Items of evidence and hypotheses can form complex
interrelated chains or webs, outstripping unaided human comprehension. If
there were such a thing as a general theory of evidence, it would have to
explicate and analyse such issues.” (Dawid, Twining, and Vasilaki, 2011, p.3)
The ideas of Wigmore (1973) have since been taken on and developed into the argumentative approach to reasoning, where arguments are provided for and against propositions that could have happened (Schum, 2005; Verheij, 2014). Additionally, it has been
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suggested that the processes related to quick and intuitive reasoning on the one hand
and slower and conscious information processing on the other (Kahneman, 2003) are
closely related to two other fact-finding processes often discussed: the probabilistic
model and the so-called story model respectively (Spottswood, 2013). A probabilistic approach requires a continuous updating of beliefs in hypotheses when new information
becomes available until a final belief is reached. In contrast, the story or explanationbased approach allows for a less restricted approach, by allowing for the heuristic development of stories and determining which explains the evidence best over-all (Hastie,
1993; Pennington and Hastie, 1992; Spottswood, 2013; Winter and Greene, 2007).

2.2.5 Judicial decision-making research
The three often cited judicial decision-making models including the legal, attitudinal,
and rational choice models have been used to study and discuss the impacts of, among
others, legal, strategic, and political preferences of judges (Segal and Spaeth, 2002).
Where researchers within the attitudinal model have focussed mainly on the predictive
aspect of the ideology of judges and, at a later stage, its effect on how they responded
to different case facts, others have focused their research on judicial choice with respect
to making rational choices and focus on strategic decisions which support their ultimate
goal (Baum, 2008; Maveety, 2003). More specifically, it has been shown that within multimember courts, gender, race, and partisan-based effects of collegiate judges may overturn ones individual belief (Quinn, 2012). It must be noted, however, that others have
expressed concerns that such specific studies must be interpreted and communicated
with caution, and that it must be specifically acknowledged that there is a difference
between moral or political reasoning processes which are intrinsic and extrinsic to law
(Edwards and Livermore, 2009). The focus of the remainder of this section is not on personal beliefs and preferences impacting case outcomes, but on the way in which jurors
and judges process information throughout a court case and how this relates to decisions following the presentation of forensic evidence.
Understanding these reasoning processes is important, especially because it has been
shown to contribute to the interpretation process. For example, if evidence was presented first by the prosecution followed by the defence, individuals were less likely
to convict in the step-by-step (statistical) approach, with little impact of whether background information was available (Kerstholt and Jackson, 1998). In contrast, following
an end-of-sequence (story) approach, a recency effect was observed given the presence
of background evidence, while a primacy effect appeared in cases without this information (Kerstholt and Jackson, 1998). Others have also observed that the presence of background information with ambiguous evidence (Smith, Bull, and Holliday, 2011) and the
order in which it is presented (Spottswood, 2015) influences the weight that this evidence
is ultimately given. Moreover, some findings dispute underlying assumptions of the hu-
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man ability to weight evidence independently (Greene et al., 2002) and assumptions
that jurors’ behaviour does not conform to principles of probability (Winter and Greene,
2007), which is in line with the findings that jurors do often adopt the story model (Tinsley, 2001). Despite these descriptive observations, some have found that simple statistical
methods perform better than experts in making judgements (see, for example, clinical
examples by (Meehl, 1954)), and can prevent common reasoning mistakes such as the
prosecutors fallacy (Fenton, 2011). Moreover, the decision-making process of juries often lacks a systematic structure to understand the evidence, partly due to the confusing
manner in which it is presented and their inability to comprehend technical evidence
(Tinsley, 2001). Crucially and on top of this, jurors have been shown to give little weight
to whether the evidence has been scientifically validated or not (Koehler et al., 2016),
where the credentials of an expert have shown to affect the weight given to the evidence
(Koehler et al., 2016), and even becomes a key factor when complex evidence is involved
(Cooper, Bennett, and Sukel, 1996). On top of the effect of such reasoning processes, research has also focused on more case specific details and their effects on jury decisions
in England and Wales. For example, Thomas (2010) has shown that there is no evidence
of discrimination in jury verdicts for black and minority-group defendants. Neither has
this number disproportionately increased following the increase of these groups in the
general population, nor is there a substantial difference of such relative inequality when
facing different offence types (Thomas, 2017).
Regarding judges, it has been shown that they face biasing factors in their truthfinding process, suggesting that they tend to favour evidence confirming their hypothesis (Plous, 1993). Although, arguably, this effect could increase down the path of a
step-by-step approach, it highlights the need in each belief-updating step to acknowledge and possibly consider alternative hypotheses. Given the understanding discussed
in this section that jurors often impose a story-model in their reasoning (Pennington and
Hastie, 1992), and that judges apply a lot of other factors indirectly related to the case
in question, it must be understood to what extent their decisions are close to an ideal
decision given the available evidence. It is believed here that scientific experts and statements must adapt themselves to restrict the ways in which results can be implemented
beyond their added value of information in a legal context. On the other hand, judges
must stay critical of expert evidence presented to avoid giving it too much weight in
their judicial fact-finding process (Bell, 2010). Although the stereotypical understanding
of the sciences and the law being cultural contradictions has been opposed (Roberts,
2013), their different nature is often mentioned when articulating the challenges within
making the best use of evidence (Chisum and Turvey, 2011; National Research Council,
2009).

2.2 legal perspective

2.2.6 Science and the law: negotiating a partnership
When forensic findings are used in a court setting, it sometimes obliges experts to draw
case specific inferences (e.g. individualisations (Cole, 2013)) from a limited knowledge
base, a process (even referred to as a ‘leap of faith’ (Aitken and Taroni, 2004)) which
is often not supported by scientific theories or gained solely through logical reasoning.
It has been argued that the law is unable to sufficiently embrace the changes that take
place within the forensic science domain through research and development (Sperling
and Cooper, 2013). Additionally, one of the reasons why the limitations of scientific evidence are lost in the communication process is a limited understanding, by both the
courts and practitioners, of the meaning of error in forensic analyses (Christensen et al.,
2014). This includes the extent to which scientific errors, methodological limitations, general uncertainties, and mistakes, influence research outcomes (Christensen et al., 2014).
This also becomes evident when looking at the way results are communicated by the
scientists, in a rather vague verbal manner including the use of terms such as “matching” evidence, “similarities”, and an object being “probably the source” (Cole, 2013)(see
Section 2.5).
Another aspect which is often argued to play a significant role, especially in jurysystems, is the so-called CSI-effect, which describes the idea that individuals have a
beyond-realistic expectation on what can be achieved with forensic evidence. However,
many observations related to this effect are anecdotal in nature or follow the beliefs from
legal experts observing changes within juror decisions after the start of crime shows
(Robbers, 2008). However, systematic studies have not shown a significant difference in
convictions pre- and post- CSI era (Cole and Dioso-Villa, 2009) or between viewers and
non-viewers (Podlas, 2005), and research has suggested that those familiar with such
media are actually more sceptical towards forensic evidence (Schweitzer and Saks, 2007).
Many of the human aspects of legal decision-making will continue to play a role in
legal decisions, although examples have shown the use of algorithms in different stages
of the criminal justice process, including risk-based sentencing and custodial decisions
(Kehl, Guo, and Kessler, 2017). These approaches can perhaps overcome the misuse
and biases related to the interpretation of forensic evidence, although many of these
algorithms are based upon ‘biased’ previous information, and crucially, a possibility of
losing transparency and the ability to justify legal arguments. There is perhaps a better equilibrium to be found. Within the forensic science discipline, however, the use of
advanced data analytical methods is growing, including the interpretation of biological
and chemical analyses, which are further studied in Chapter 5. The key to applying
forensic knowledge into the legal field is first of all to make valid and justifiable arguments, and second to present these in an understandable and transparent manner.
Although the legal systems have safeguards in place to prevent the misuse of evidence,
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this does not mean that it is their full responsibility. Legal actions such as legal directions or admissibility standards are not in the hands of the sciences but can be guided by
it. Ultimately, by understanding each other’s questions, aims, and limitations, it should
be feasible to “negotiate successful partnerships between science and law, rooted in a
shared, institutionalised culture dedicated to the ends of justice” (Roberts, 2013, p.57).
In order to achieve this, there is a need to understand how far (forensic) science has
come and how it developed itself throughout history to understand how courts can be
best equipped in order to make fair and justifiable decisions.

2.3

historical development of the forensic science discipline

2.3.1 Pragmatism
Much has been written about the history of the forensic sciences and the cases and individuals that shaped its development. This section aims to discuss the extent to which
previous observations and shortcomings can help shape the future of forensic science.
Many anecdotal examples exist on the early days of ‘scientific’ observations in criminal
investigations, mostly led by the pragmatic way it was used: from the use of forensic medicine and entomology in 13th century China (Sung, 1981) to the methodologies
by Alphonse Bertillon to identify offenders based on physical measurements (Bertillon,
1893). In the beginning of the 20th century, the use of physical traces grew, arguably
developed from the notion of uniqueness following the idea that “nature never repeats
itself” by Quételet in the 19th century (Cole, 2001). For example, in addition to physical measurements, feature consistencies were used to interpret observations including
bullets and firearms (Goddard, 1926), tool marks (May, 1930), and documents (Osborn,
1946). Many of those early identification fields resulted from practical needs by police
and prosecutors rather than they were developed from, and validated by, conventional
sciences such as in DNA-analysis (Saks and Faigman, 2008).
Scientists in the mid- and late 1800s and early 1900s such as surgeons Bell (1837–1911)
and Doyle (1859–1930) started concerned themselves with the ‘generalist view’ of crime
reconstruction and the philosophies that entail this, acknowledging the importance of
observations and reasoning methods that were led by an evidence base (Chisum and Turvey, 2011). Similarly to Doyle, Gross (1847–1925), trained in the legal domain and therein
experienced the unreliability of suspect-, eyewitness-, and victim accounts, emphasized
the importance of scientific objectivity (Gross, 1906). As Gross articulated:
“A thousand mistakes of every description would be avoided if people did
not base their conclusions upon premises furnished by others, take as established fact what is only possibility, or as a constantly recurring incident what
has only been observed once.” (Gross, 1906, p.22)

2.3 historical perspective

Locard (1872–1966), a scholar in medicine and law and encouraged by the ideas of Gross
and Conan Doyle (Locard, 1930), found that at the beginning of the 20th century, none of
the police laboratories he had visited across the United States and Europe had adapted
scientific methodologies in crime reconstruction, and instead continued to use, for example, the (subjective) personal identification methodologies of Bertillon (Chisum and Turvey, 2011). His research therefore aimed at writing practice standards and methodologies,
mainly in trace evidence and fingerprint examination (Locard, 1934). Kirk (1902–1970),
a trained biochemist and author of the widely cited book Crime Investigation in 1953,
was one of the first who specifically highlighted the importance of distinguishing between identification and individualisation (Kirk, 1953), where his thoughts were taken
on as the principle of individualisation (Saks and Faigman, 2008). Although important
notions, the ideas developed during these times on trace evidence dynamics and individualisations have sometimes been doubtfully applied, challenging the scientific scrutiny
of arguments (see Chapter 5).

2.3.2 The post-DNA era
As the 19th century further progressed, scientific methods to underpin statements in
an investigative and court setting significantly increased and fundamental changes took
place in the forensic domain, enabled by methods such as DNA sequencing (Wilson et al.,
1995), (bio)chemical analytical techniques including chromatography and spectroscopy
(Kher et al., 2006; Maurer, 2005), the development of databases for evidence types such as
DNA, shoeprints and drugs (Martin, Schmitter, and Schneider, 2001; Mikkonen, Suominen, and Heinonen, 1996; Perkal, Ng, and Pearson, 1994), and experimental studies to
examine the behaviour of evidence (Morgan et al., 2009). Specifically, the growth of
datasets containing feature frequencies in populations has continued to make a significant impact on case outcomes, such as the recent creative use of commercial DNA
databases led to the arrest of the ‘Golden State Killer’ (The Sacramento Bee, 2018) and
a mass DNA search led to the solving of a cold case through familial DNA searching
(NFI, 2012).
In the 1980s and 1990s, the development within DNA analysis was quickly associated
with the potential to expose miscarriages of justice in cases where biological material
was available post-conviction (Cole, 2012), in, for example, sexual assault cases where initially only serological tests were performed. Paradoxically, these DNA analyses showed
that forensic evidence could, in additional to being exposers, also be ‘contributors’ to
why innocent individuals were convicted in the first place. Many of the early studies
into the wrongful convictions that followed all concluded in the same way: leading
factors include mistaken eyewitness identification, false confessions, guilty pleas, flaws
surrounding forensic statements, and ignorance to exculpatory evidence (Garrett, 2015;
Gross and Shaffer, 2012; Leverick and Chalmers, 2014). An extensive and systematic
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study of misleading evidence can be found in Chapter 3, showing that the emerged issues are not just related to overstating findings with regards to attributing a sample to
a specific source based on features, but are also related to an ignorance towards activity
level hypotheses.
Introduced as the hierarchy of propositions in the late 1990s (Cook et al., 1998a) was
the idea of defining propositions beyond a source level (e.g. ‘the glass sample on the suspect originates from the broken window’) to include an activity (‘the suspect broke the
window’) and/or offence level hypothesis (‘the suspect burgled the house’). Where traditionally forensic experts would only concern themselves with the first proposition and
let the Trier-of-fact deal with the other two, it has become clear in the last decade that a
complete (new) body of knowledge is required on understanding evidence dynamics in
order to address activity level hypotheses, which the scientific community should take
responsibility for. With the growing acknowledgement that the significance of DNA evidence requires an assessment of activity level hypotheses, a quickly growing number
of transfer and persistence studies have made their way into the forensic knowledge
base (Meakin et al., 2015; Raymond et al., 2008). Arguably, the growing capabilities of
extracting features from smaller traces make understanding these processes even more
important. Studies on evidence dynamics within forensic domains more generally have
been conducted as early as the 1970s on fibres (Pounds and Smalldon, 1975b), and later
on traces including glass (Hicks, Vanina, and Margot, 1996), GSR (Fojtášek et al., 2003),
paint (Buzzini et al., 2005), pollen (Morgan et al., 2014), diatoms (Scott et al., 2014), and
fragrances (Gherghel et al., 2016). A more detailed scientific perspective on understanding the processes involved in evidence dynamics is discussed in Chapter 4. Despite the
increased understanding that evidence dynamics play an important role in establishing
the value of evidence for an hypothesis, results from Chapter 5 from a study that addresses the way in which these aspects are considered in practice, show that they are
often ignored or their effects assumed to be diminished.

2.3.3 The rise of governmental concerns
Whilst specific studies were performed to develop a specific forensic evidence base
(which includes both scientific evidence and expert knowledge based on experience),
and shortcomings were slowly being recognised and addressed, critique has continued
to grow. US and UK governmental reports highlighted that the forensic community over
the years has not always seemed to succeed in translating the growing knowledge base
into scientifically validated and reliable statements in court (National Research Council,
2009; The Law Commission, 2011). One of the key underlying reasons has argued to
be the inability to interpret evidence in the light of growing analytical developments
(Government Chief Scientific Adviser, 2015).

2.3 historical perspective

Where individual cases came to light following post-conviction DNA-testing, some
large-scale issues have emerged over the years. In the US, these include the reveal of
significant systematic errors in microscopic hair comparisons conducted by the FBI (FBI,
2015), issues with 180 cases of serology and DNA analysis in the Houston Police Department Crime laboratory between 1980 – 1992 (Bromwich, 2007), a lack of foundational scientific underpinnings and flawed testimonies in the compositional similarity of
bullet-lead (National Research Council, 2009) and bite-mark features (PCAST, 2016), and
intra- and inter-laboratory variations when interpreting DNA mixtures (Butler, Kline,
and Coble, 2018). Individual cases receiving significant attention included the erroneous
decision of linking Brandon Mayfield to the Madrid train bombing in 2004, arguably
due to confirmation bias (Office of the Inspector General, 2006). A critical report by
the US National Research Council discussing many of these cases in 2009 highlighted
a number of concerns within a range of forensic (identification) disciplines, criticizing
the validity of findings and, specifically, the association of traces to a specific source
based on feature-comparisons (National Research Council, 2009). The PCAST report
followed up on this initial report, specifically focussing on evaluating standards of foundational scientific validity and standards of how this has been applied practice (PCAST,
2016). However, the National District Attorneys Association argued that the PCAST report lacked in consulting adequate experts and that increasing the threshold of validity
would hamper investigative processes (NDAA, 2016). Although recognition of the need
for “empiricism, transparency, and a commitment to an ongoing critical perspective”
has continued to be discussed mostly within the academic community (Mnookin et al.,
2011), a challenge remains to recognise the need for such a research culture in every
aspect of forensic reconstructions.
As presented in Chapter 3, concerns have also been raised in England and Wales in regard to the misinterpretation of evidence in many criminal cases, and the magnitude of
this issue. In addition, large scale and systematic mistakes have surfaced more recently,
such as the review of thousands of drug cases after possible deliberate data manipulations at Randox Testing Services (The Guardian, 2017b) and the possible misconduct of a
scientist at the Metropolitan Police Service affecting over 30 cases (The Guardian, 2018b).
Where the Law Commission of England and Wales argued for better admissibility standards and guidance for judges which were largely not incorporated at the time (Section
2.2.2), the UK government has recognised the need for ensuring scientific validity and
good conduct. This is especially important given the closure of the Forensic Science
Service in 2012, which was accompanied by a range of concerns including those on the
implications for research, innovation, and criminal justice (House of Commons, 2011). In
2018, the UK Forensic Science Regulator, equipped with maintaining quality standards
in forensic science, has warned that a shift in the general developments within the forensic science discipline due to the competitive commercial market and for difficulties in
interpreting evidence due to analyses and interpretation of evidence being fragmented
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(Tully, 2018). Moreover, the House of Lords Science and Technology Committee has just
launched an inquiry into the strengths and weaknesses of the contribution of forensic
science to the delivery of justice (House of Lords, 2018).
These governmental responses and discussions highlight that a fair and reasonable
justice system has their widespread interest, with a growing interest in the (negative)
role of the forensic sciences herein. The question, however, remains whether they could
have been known about and minimised in the first place. This is not just important to
know in order to rightly handle such past cases but also to consider ways of avoiding
these in the future. One of the key factors in this is the ability to anticipate the growing understanding of uncertainties and how this is developing in the way that forensic
reconstructions are approached, undertaken, and communicated.

2.3.4 An increased understanding of uncertainties
Through a consideration of the law and historical aspects, it can be argued that there
have been several conceptual aspects within forensic interpretations of which their importance is being recognised over time. Two of these aspects are discussed in this section, and include the notion of individualisations on a source level and the ability to
incorporate activity-level hypotheses, and, secondly, the role of human judgement and
decision-making in the forensic reconstruction process, as the development and application of knowledge will always, to a certain extent, involve human interaction.
Throughout history, a focus within the forensic sciences has been on the development
of knowledge consisting of the occurrences of measurable characteristics in a population,
from the physical measurements by Bertillon towards much more advanced possibilities
of CT imaging to establish population characteristics (Giurazza et al., 2012). Similarly,
within the interpretation of physical traces, such knowledge on population frequencies
can come from commercial databases when dealing, for example, with shoe patterns
or tire tracks. This can also be established from smaller scale studies to facilitate specific case contexts, such as establishing the background presence of glass on clothing
(Coulson et al., 2001) or cocaine on banknotes (Wilson et al., 2014). With a growing
knowledge base on specific populations, extreme care must be taken when, for example,
feature frequencies, are generalised and used in contexts which differ in nature from
the context in which the data has been collected. Moreover, the issues emerging from a
consideration of individualisations originate from the notion of uniqueness, which has
even been recognised by the International Association of Identification as a foundation
to make the analysis “scientifically accepted and legally defensible” (International Association for Identification, 2007, p.1). Additionally, and possibly even more concerning,
uniqueness has been the underlying argument for the accuracy of latent print analysis,
a statement often referred to as the fingerprint examiner‘s fallacy (Cole, 2009). The main
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issue here is that in practice, rigorous claims of scientifically valid individualizations
based on common characteristics are made in expert statements and court. However,
from a scientific perspective, such a step (from a certain level of identification to an
individualisation) is seen as a decision making process rather than as a direct conclusion (Garbolino, 2013), and therefore, some statistical decision theory should be applied
(Champod, Evett, and Kuchler, 2001; Inman and Rudin, 2000). Saks and Koehler raise
an important question, asking “how did the practice get so far ahead of the science?”
(2008, p.210) and conclude that the current concept of individualisation has no scientific
validity due to factors including a lack of data, the absence of random match probability estimates and unsupported claims of uniqueness (Saks and Koehler, 2008). It seems
that the consideration of Kirk that individuality is limited by the present state of science
(Kirk, 1963), in which ‘the science’ could be interpreted as both the science of differentiating between objects based on certain characteristics and the science of actually observing
and analysing these characteristics, is often neglected.
Thus, while acknowledging inherent uncertainties, the more well known statements
of Kirk such as “criminalistics is the science of individualization” (Kirk, 1963, p.236)
together with the knowledge that, to this day, jurors have been shown to interpret an
“identification” as belonging to an individual to the exclusion of all others (Swofford
and Cino, 2018), captures the challenges forensic science continues to face. Others have
argued that, if rightly questioned, Kirk‘s principle of individualisation and Locard’s
Exchange Principle could be used as ‘scientific laws’ whereby adding knowledge and
thereby supporting legal reasoning. However, it has also been suggested that practitioners ignore or explain away falsifications (Saks and Faigman, 2008), suggesting that such
‘laws’ in forensic science do not undergo the scrutiny of ‘scientific laws’ in the conventional sciences. The idea that they have been falsified apparently does not, in this case,
reject these laws (this is further discussed in Chapter 4). Perhaps, rather than presenting
an ultimate answer and accompanying this with underlying limitations and assumptions, findings should be presented in a less idealistic manner, whilst preserving their
scientific validity. Moreover, the notion of evidence dynamics has been increasingly studied in a number of forensic disciplines (Morgan et al., 2014; Raymond et al., 2008; Wilks,
Morgan, and Rose, 2017). Where the variables and circumstances of such studies greatly
differ, the results of those studies are no different a dataset of information than more
structured datasets that follow from studying population frequencies. It would therefore be extremely valuable if the results from any findings within the domain would
be presented and collected in a coherent and transparent framework to fully utilise the
past knowledge base on build onto this in the future. This will be further discussed in
Section 2.5.
Another growing point of focus in the past decades is how one should reason from
observations. Introduced in Section 2.2.5 on judicial decision-making, the study of hu-
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man reason has made its way into the forensic sciences. The process of understanding
observations can, especially in subjective and/or ambiguous situations, become rather
complex, which is why the human brain relies upon heuristic principles (‘mental shortcuts’) to reduce the complex reasoning task and quicken the reasoning process (Tversky and Kahneman, 1974). Even though such quick reasoning processes can be valuable in many situations, it makes individuals prone to unintentional reasoning errors,
referred to as cognitive biases, which have shown to significantly affect expert‘ judgements, specifically when decisions are made under uncertainty (Dror and Rosenthal,
2008). For example, experts have shown to adjust their belief under contextual information, both in domains which rely upon methods with subjective aspects, including bite
mark analysis (Page, Taylor, and Blenkin, 2012) handwriting analysis (Found and Ganas,
2013), and the analysis of skeletal remains (Nakhaeizadeh, Hanson, and Dozzi, 2014), as
well as more objective fields including the interpretation of DNA evidence (Dror and
Hampikian, 2011) and latent finger mark analysis (Dror et al., 2011). The growing body
of research, together with the acknowledgement of their effects in previous erroneous
convictions (including the previously mentioned Brandon Mayfield case (Kassin, Dror,
and Kukucka, 2013)) in the forensic domain, it highlights, more generally, that many
aspects within the forensic process can be prone to errors in which individuals (be it
forensic scientists or legal professionals) are required to reason under (any sort) of uncertainty. To address the significant issue of heuristic effects in the forensic domain, it
requires not only further research into their occurrence and effects on judgements (at
all levels of the hierarchy of propositions), but simultaneously needs to be addressed by
improving the acknowledgements of cognitive effects, and the development of reasoning frameworks to guide the reasoning processes. An example of such a framework is a
Bayesian network, discussed in Section 2.4.3.
Where generally, the idea of acquiring knowledge and expanding ideas on how physical processes in the world might work can only lead to doing better in the future, the
forensic science domain is a perfect example of the struggles and ‘mistakes’ which have
to be faced before scientific advancements can fully be celebrated. Moreover, it is perhaps the excitement and applicability of forensic evidence through history which sometimes led to its rapid use rather than that they were scrutinised from the perspective
of scientific standards and principles. In supporting the knowledge and progress which
has been achieved so far, but whilst recognising the importance of establishing justifiable beliefs from such arguments, the next section will address the ways in which the
forensic knowledge base can, and should, be used as in the reasoning towards beliefs in
hypotheses and making fair and reasonable decisions from those beliefs.

2.4 reasoning perspective

2.4

reasoning perspective

In this section the interpretation of forensic evidence from a (logical) reasoning perspective is explored, that is, the drawing of valid inferences from observations towards
conclusions. Several themes on the notion of reasoning are discussed, including evidence, hypotheses, the reasoning between these two, uncertainties, fallacies, and the use
of Bayesian networks as a specific example on inference methods. The question which
will be addressed is, in an idealistic world, how fair and reasonable inferences can be
achieved within the forensic domain. Section 2.5 builds upon this exploration by examining the extent to which the knowledge required in making these arguments can (ever)
be obtained and constructed into frameworks.

2.4.1 Truth, beliefs, and reasoning
The aim of any investigation or enquiry is to reconstruct past events, with the specific
goal within the criminal justice system to guide subsequent decision-making at stages
such as a crime scene, during analyses, and in a court of law. In order to achieve this,
the current and past states of reality must be conceptualized. One of the ways of doing
so is by forming statements (e.g. ‘the earth rotates around the sun’), which are the result
of reasoning processes from a set of premises. The reason why the representation of the
reasoning processes of forensic experts is incredibly important is that it allows for the
formalisation, and thereby the validation, of both the argument and its premises. Within
the literature, inductive, abductive, and deductive processes have been introduced to
reach conclusions from premises (Magnani, 2001; Pearl, 1988; Schum, 1994).
The first and classic cause-effect approach applied in scientific research, referred to
as inductive reasoning, represents the process where some general laws are inferred
from specific observations (Pearl, 1988). Secondly, abductive reasoning methods can be
used to infer a (most likely) set of premises (causes) that can explain some observations
made (the evidence) (Magnani, 2001), or in other words conduct “inference to the best
explanation” (Coltheart, Menzies, and Sutton, 2010), see Figure 2.2. Moreover, despite
the common belief that practical evidence-based reasoning processes (including the famous thoughts of Sherlock Holmes) are employing a third, deductive, inference method,
this reasoning involves a logical implication of the conclusion, which can only be the
case if no other alternatives are possible (Coltheart, Menzies, and Sutton, 2010). Within
the complex and uncertain processes of crime reconstruction, such absolute claims with
regards to the evidence can rarely be made and so will not be addressed here.
With respect to the forensic science discipline, inductive reasoning processes support
the development of a general forensic knowledge base following the results of experimental studies and observations, and abduction reasoning processes can support de-
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riving some explanations for observations based on this knowledge base. The extent to
which such knowledge has been and can be developed is discussed in Section 2.5. Nevertheless, accepting that the absolute truth of statements is often uncertain, this thesis will
use the more nuanced term belief, highlighting the difference between what is ultimately
true and the extent to which such truths can be approached. Moreover, it highlights that
these beliefs are situational in that it may differ depending on the information available
to the mechanism expressing the belief (Lindley, 2014). The various ways of reasoning
from evidence to beliefs has been introduced in Section 2.2.5, discussing the argumentative, narrative, and probabilistic-based methods within judicial decision-making. These
ideas can be extended to many other stages of the criminal justice process and within the
forensic chain, including at the crime scene, during the evidence submission processes,
and in the analysis and interpretation of observations. For reasons discussed in the next
section, the remainder of Section 2.4 focuses on the use of probabilistic approaches.

Figure 2.2: Summary of inductive and abductive reasoning processes

2.4.2 Probabilistic-based reasoning
Although the use of probabilistic approaches in a legal setting have faced drawbacks
mainly with regards to the use of arguably ‘subjective’ probabilities (see for a review
of this discussion Prakken, 2014, Keppens, 2014, and Thompson, 2012) and the general
difficulties in understanding such evidence (see Section 2.2), these approaches have become a more standardised way of interpreting findings by forensic experts (Asten, 2014).
The position is taken in this thesis that the use of probabilities is unavoidable when
aiming to understand, represent, and to a certain degree, minimise, levels of uncertainty
in evidential reasoning. By acknowledging and representing uncertainties, assumptions,
and dependencies, it hopes to shift the focus from the critique to this approach towards
the possibilities of improving the understanding and use of inferential reasoning under
some of the known (unavoidable) limitations. Moreover, in anticipation of the growing
knowledge base (see Section 2.5), such methods would allow for drawing inferences
from this complex body of knowledge.
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Within the probabilistic approach to reasoning, there are two general viewpoints that
can be taken when aiming to express some belief about (competing) propositions: the
frequentist and Bayesian approach (Fienberg and Schervish, 1986; Taroni, Biedermann,
and Bozza, 2016). The aim of this section is to introduce both approaches rather than
to continue the (extensive) documented discussion between the two (Bland and Altman,
1998). In short, a frequentist considers the probability of a new observation as the longterm frequency of repeated observations, while to a Bayesian the probability of an event
is the belief that it will occur (or has occurred), in the light of the previous (prior) belief
and some new observations (E), resulting in a posterior probability (Curran, 2013; Taroni,
Biedermann, and Bozza, 2016), expressed as:
P(H|E)
More specifically, it is possible to compare alternative explanations put forward (e.g.
those put forward by the prosecution and defence), by expressing the ratio between the
beliefs described by the posterior odds. The odds form of Bayes’ theorem describes how
this ratio can be obtained:
P(H1 |E)
P(E|H1 ) P(H1 )
=
·
=likelihood ratio·prior odds
P(H2 |E)
P(E|H2 ) P(H2 )
Thus, Bayes’ theorem is simply used to update the previous belief in hypotheses when
some new information becomes available, of which the evidentiary value is described by
the likelihood ratio (LR), to obtain the (new) posterior odds. By performing empirical
studies, the LR can be determined (for those specific experimental conditions), which
describes how much more likely it is to find the evidence under one proposition over
the other. Within forensic practice, such hypotheses can be formulated for anything between sub-source and offence level.
Bayesian inference (the application of Bayes’ theorem to update beliefs) in the forensic
domain started to become more widely researched in the mid-1980s as a tool to support
combining sources of information and highlighting the interaction of different aspects
of a single item of evidence (Evett and Buckleton, 1990). Work by Lindley and Evett et
al. describe the early stages of using solely a LR approach to compare characteristics of
transferred glass (refractive index) and fibre particles (colour) (Evett, 1984, 1986; Evett
and Buckleton, 1990; Grieve and Dunlop, 1992; Lindley, 1977) and the development of
probability functions to describe this data (Evett, Cage, and Aitken, 1987). Further work
includes the within variability, prior distribution and transfer of fibres (Champod and
Taroni, 1997; Wakefield et al., 1991). Currently, the determination of LRs in the interpretation of evidence has been a growing and widely discussed topic in published literature
and forms in many cases the standard for presenting and evaluating expert opinion (Association of Forensic Science Providers, 2009).
However, the use of the Bayesian approach (used here to represent the application of
Bayes’ theorem) in forensic practice is facing a range of challenges. Firstly, in order to
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avoid missing alternative explanations, there is a need to assess mutually exclusive and
exhaustive propositions in the light of the evidence (Gould et al., 2013). However, these
can often be very generic (e.g. ‘someone else was the source of the trace’), making it difficult to assess the probability of observing the evidence under this hypotheses (Evett et
al., 2000), requiring the need to limit this to more accessible sub-populations. In relation
to this, the LR can greatly differ depending on how the hypotheses are phrased, possibly
causing evidence to be misinterpreted if this is not conveyed transparently (Meester and
Sjerps, 2004). Moreover, in order to ease the interpretation for legal professionals, such
LRs have been converted into a verbal scale to indicate the support of the evidence in
court. Although the perceived strength of evidence based on a verbal scale has shown to
be misunderstood by lay people (Mullen et al., 2014), it has been argued to be currently
one of the most appropriate ways to communicate expert opinion (Aitken et al., 2011).
Additionally, one of the major points of debate regarding the Bayesian approach has
been the need to establish a probability distribution representing the prior belief in
hypotheses. Although much has been said about this, many conclude that the establishment of such a prior belief should follow case-specific information and logically justifiable arguments (Biedermann, Taroni, and Garbolino, 2007). This should arguably be the
role of individuals dealing with the expert statements (such as the Trier-of-fact) rather
than it being the role of the expert itself (Jackson et al., 2006). However, it can be questioned whether the Trier-of-fact is able to bridge the gap between probabilistic-based
beliefs and their own need to establish guilt (e.g. beyond reasonable doubt)(Ligertwood
and Edmond, 2012). An example of such a difficulty include the so-called prosecutors
fallacy, where significant misunderstandings happen as the likelihood ratio is interpreted as being the posterior odds without considering any prior beliefs (Thompson
and Schumann, 1987). With the difficulty of understanding and interpreting probabilistic evidence by lay people and legal professionals, this challenge will remain a topic for
debate and requires a standardised and understandable approach to avoid misinterpretations.
Lastly, with a growth in complexity and dependencies within a case, such approaches
are not intuitively applicable to calculate the joint probability distributions of the complete set of evidence in evaluating hypotheses (Pearl, 1988). With the discussion surrounding the best process by which this should be achieved is still on-going (Taroni, Biedermann, and Bozza, 2016), one of the ways to address some of these issues is by using
a graphical representation of these probabilities, such as in a Bayesian network (Dawid
and Evett, 1997), especially with the rise in computational power (Keppens, 2014).
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2.4.3 Bayesian networks
There are several steps involved in the use of Bayesian networks (BNs) to support the
interpretation of evidence. First, it requires the development of the network structure,
consisting of nodes and relationships between them representing the causal mechanisms
between hypotheses and evidence: some evidence can be observed at a scene because
some action (possibly related to the crime) caused this to be there. As the number of
hypotheses and items of evidence increases, the structure of the networks may become
unmanageable, especially when applied to complex and real cases (Fenton and Neil,
2000; Hepler, Dawid, and Leucari, 2007). The use of object-oriented Bayesian networks
has therefore been proposed, reducing the network structure into multiple interrelated
causal structures of a lower dimension (Hepler, Dawid, and Leucari, 2007), which can be
formalised as idioms (Lagnado, Fenton, and Neil, 2013) in order to apply them to other,
related, problems. This makes the process of constructing Bayesian networks transparent and logical, and allows for structured process improvement. Nevertheless, it is still
crucial that more attention should be paid to the mechanisms of constructing Bayesian
networks, providing standardised and accessible frameworks (Taroni et al., 2004; Taylor
et al., 2018).
Second, although developing the network structure is not a straightforward task, the
most challenging aspect of Bayesian networks is acquiring the quantifications for the
relationship between nodes (Druzdzel and Gaag, 1995). For example, given the causal
relationship between the proposition that the suspect was (somewhere else than) the
crime scene and the evidence relating to soil evidence, probability distributions should
provide insight in the following questions:
• what is the probability of finding (a certain level of) similarities between soil from
the crime scene and soil from the suspects’ shoe given that he was at the crime
scene, and,
• what is the probability of finding (a certain level of) similarities between soil from
the crime scene and soil from the suspects’ shoe given that he was somewhere else
than the crime scene.
These questions are essentially addressed through inductive reasoning processes (see
Figure 2.2), given a study setting and some observations. These can be the result of
generic or case-specific experimental studies, can follow from databases of population
frequencies, or can be provided through expert experience. In a real case, following theories encapsulated in Bayesian networks and the presence of case specific observations,
the joint probability over all nodes and thereby some most-likely explanations (posterior
odds in hypotheses) to explain the presence of these observations can then be made (see
Figure 2.2). The aim of using such a network in the interpretation of forensic trace evidence is not necessarily to solve problems algebraically, but mainly to provide a frame-
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work to evaluate the evidence. Furthermore, it can act as a starting point to approach
complex interpretation issues such as mixtures, missing data, and secondary and/or
multiple transfer (Curran, 2013). Some of the early applications of Bayesian networks
to forensic problems include the modelling of all offence and activity level hypotheses
in the real Collins and Sacco & Vanzetti cases (Edwards, 1991; Schum, 1999), as well as
source and activity level hypotheses of fibre, blood, and glass evidence (Aitken and Gammerman, 1989; Curran et al., 1998; Dawid and Evett, 1997; Garbolino and Taroni, 2002).
Due to its applicability and its support to communicate findings, there has been a rapid
increase in the published literature on the application of Bayesian networks to forensic
inferences on (a combination of) source and activity-level hypotheses, of which some of
the many examples include complex DNA-profiles (Dawid, Mortera, and Vicard, 2007),
DNA cross-transfer (Aitken, Taroni, and Garbolino, 2003), fire incidents (Biedermann
et al., 2005), and GSR-particles (Biedermann, Bozza, and Taroni, 2011). The general idea
that follows from many of these studies is the possibility of representing and explaining
complex interpretations, which possibly enables a better communication with decisionmakers throughout the forensic chain.

2.4.4 Decision-making throughout the forensic chain
Section 2.2.3 introduced the idea of legal decision-making, together with a range of
thresholds which have been introduced in the legal domain describing normative processes of when decisions should be made (such as the criteria of belief beyond reasonable
doubt). These are developed from the ideas of the consequences of, for example, acquitting those guilty and convicting those innocent. Although much has been said about
the presentation of beliefs rather than decisions by forensic experts at a legal setting,
they are required to make decisions continuously at other stages of the forensic process.
Examples of these stages include a crime search strategy, the decisions as to which evidence types to collect from a crime scene and which of those are subsequently submitted
to which laboratories, and which analytical methods to employ on the item of evidence
and in what sequence. On the one hand, these questions are based upon decision thresholds, such as the determination of features in more subjective-based analysis processes.
On the other hand, these can also require the decision based on the perceived added
value of evidence such as in when deciding whether or not to collect a trace.
As a continuation of the Bayesian approach, a normative approach to decision-making
in forensic practice has included so-called Bayesian decision analysis, using the belief in
an hypothesis and the expected utility (Biedermann, Taroni, and Aitken, 2014). The formalisation and consideration of the perceived added value of the evidence can be used
in the decision-process of whether or not to utilise the evidence (Bitzer et al., 2015). This
idea has also been acknowledged in the late 1990s, when Cook et al. (1998) developed,
within the UK Forensic Science Service, a general model to aid decision-making in an
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operational forensic context. The evaluation of the questions that need to be addressed
and the value of the evidence in this process is part of their so-called case pre-assessment
stage (Cook et al., 1998b). Following the use of Bayesian networks, the added value of
information and the relevance of individual items on evidence can be obtained following so-called sensitivity analyses. Moreover, in order to conclude that the evidence does
not have a probative value (LR = 1) and is therefore considered ‘neutral’, it is essential
that the two propositions brought forward are both mutually exclusive and exhaustive
(Fenton et al., 2014). This further highlights the importance of framing and communicating the propositions considered at every stage of the forensic process (Evett, Jackson,
and Lambert, 2000).
The decisions made following subjective analysis methods require a different approach. Just as individuals within the legal domain, forensic scientists do not always
follow normative benchmarks either. The human role of expressing beliefs and subsequent processes of decision-making are prone to biasing effects, which are generally unwanted throughout forensic processes when aiming to make rational and scientifically
founded claims. An introduction to these effects are discussed in Section 2.3.4, highlighting the growth of such research in a range of forensic domains. It is important to
understand such descriptive processes, as (mis-)interpretations and wrongful decisions
can cascade throughout the forensic chain, possibly leading to snowball effects where
it may influence other lines of evidence (Dror et al., 2017). Therefore, it is extremely
important that these decisions are also to some extent ‘justified’, including the need to
justify ‘inconclusive’ decisions rather than utilising this as a simple excuse for avoiding
this step (Dror and Langenburg, 2018).
This section has highlighted that the framework of forensic knowledge does not only
consists of databases representing population frequencies of features and theories on
physical processes such as transfer and persistence, but also on the growing body of
knowledge representing the effect of human reasoning processes and the limitations of
logical frameworks which may affect the ways in which evidence is interpreted, presented, and incorporated in legal decisions. The fourth perspective in this chapter therefore aims to makes sense of this current and future body of knowledge.

2.5

knowledge-based systems in the forensic sciences

What follows from the legal, historical, and reasoning perspectives, is that the interpretation of forensic evidence should be based upon maximizing the use of objective
observations and transparent communications, whilst acknowledging uncertainties and
minimising the effect of unwanted biases. In other words, it requires an establishment of
(the highest achievable) justified belief. Although one of the strengths of human reasoning is the capacity to combine information with different origins and varying degrees of
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accuracy and probative value (Pearl, 1988), there are limits when it comes to interpreting complex sets of knowledge. Moreover, with a growing body of knowledge resulting
from experience and experimental studies, it cannot be expected that an expert is able to
incorporate all this when expressing belief in an hypothesis during their routine work.
However, from a more research- and academic oriented view, it would not be unreasonable that with the current technological developments and push towards a cultural
change within the forensic sciences (Mnookin et al., 2011), establishing an up-to-date,
independent, and coherent body of knowledge is something to strive towards. Such a
body would consist of an evidence-base containing, for example, published literature.
Whilst this would constantly expand, the studies already incorporated in this evidence
base will not change. In contrast, the knowledge base which can be derived from these
studies will represent ideas and theories which follow from combining the knowledge
in the evidence base. Therefore - such is the case with Locard’s exchange principle - this
might very well be adjusted when new information becomes available. In this thesis
the term ‘knowledge-base’ will be used to represent both the evidence base as well as
subsequent derived theories.
The conceptualisation of knowledge is certainly not new. In the context of computer
systems to store and reason from knowledge, they have been referred to as knowledgebased systems (KBS) (Shortliffe, 1974). Rather than simple datasets with structured information stored in tables, the information in knowledge-based systems are conceptualised in more dynamic ontologies (Budin, 2005). The early knowledge-based systems
were expert systems, providing inferences following specific questions which had to
be answered by experts, such as the medical-decision support tool MYCIN (Shortliffe,
1974). One of the early specific uses of KBSs in the forensic domain included a knowledge base on casework conditions and observations regarding the classification of glass
evidence (Evett and Spiehler, 1987). However, there are also risks, specifically within
casework, where updating the system with new findings (which are derived from this
system) may make the system ignorant towards other knowledge (Aitken and Stoney,
1991). Nevertheless, when acknowledging such shortcomings, the major advantage of
such a system in the forensic domain is the consistency between analyses and continuity of expertise (Aitken and Stoney, 1991). Moreover, it will be possible to explain the
reasoning towards arguments from the knowledge used and apply knowledge across
forensic domains.
Three phases comprise a KBS: knowledge representation, knowledge acquisition, and
knowledge inference. Where there is a growing recognition within the forensic sciences
that inference methods such as Bayesian networks are needed (Section 2.4.3), a solid understanding of the input knowledge in these systems is equally, if not more, important.
Moreover, following the arguments discussed that some of the foundational beliefs used
in argumentation are not always scientifically valid, it is not perhaps surprising that
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the domain has been suggested to lack scientific integrity. In turn, if such a knowledge
base has been adequately developed, it can, to an extent, be used for the automated
construction of Bayesian networks rather than expert experience (Buntine, 1996). This
section therefore focuses on the content and nature of this knowledge base, highlighting the extent to which the different sources of information can be conceptualised and
evaluated.

2.5.1 Knowledge sources and mechanisms
In an ideal setting, the entire body of knowledge developed over the years would be
incorporated in (some sort of) knowledge system. This structured framework can be
updated when new information becomes available, which, in turn, could influence the
current belief in arguments and theories. However, the knowledge can be derived and
currently stored in a variety of ways, which is shown in Figure 2.3. Some of this knowledge can be referred to as explicit, consisting of a body of statements or arguments.
Whilst some of the parameters might be known and deliberately chosen (such as a trace
type and recipient object in transfer studies), the existence of other variables others may
not be necessarily known (such as the effect of environmental conditions or human reasoning processes). Therefore, these statements have a varying degree of certainty (Feynman, 1955), and empirical studies require the acknowledgement of limitations of the research setting, allowing one to move away from presenting evidence as if the faith-based
assumptions were true (Saks, 2010). Such explicit information can, on the one hand, include structured knowledge stored in databases. These include anything from national
DNA and fingerprint databases until commercially available datasets containing, for example, shoe soles and tire tracks. Moreover, a shared use has been improved following
the 2005 Prüm convention easing the exchange of DNA, fingerprint, and vehicle registration information within the European Union (Council of the European Union, 2005)
as well as the development of transnational databases through the European Network
of Forensic Science Institutes. However, on the other hand, the entire set of empirical
findings published in the literature is in most cases unstructured (although systematic
meta-analyses might be of a structured nature).
Moreover, the accumulated forensic knowledge base also contains knowledge which
is not explicitly stated in arguments or probability functions, which can be referred to
as tacit knowledge (Polanyi, 1966). In other words, “we know more than we can tell”
(Polanyi, 1966, p.4). It is often the case that one relies upon common sense or intuition based on experience and content-dependent practical knowledge to form associations (Davies, 2015). Within the different forensic fields, many judgements rely upon
a combination of experience-based knowledge which has been developed heuristically,
and more explicit, scientific, knowledge gained through empirical research (National
Research Council, 2009). Although judgements based upon experience can be very valu-
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able in assessing hypotheses, a transparent presentation of the assumptions made and
reasoning processes deployed is necessary to evaluate and/or contest these judgements
(Thompson, 2012), rather than that these are simply assumed to be true (Mnookin et al.,
2011). Therefore, the specific interest shift towards making the results of empirical studies more structured, as well as making expert experience both explicit and structured
(see Figure 2.3). Section 2.5.2 and 2.5.3 will discuss these respectively.

Figure 2.3: Simplified overview of knowledge types within the forensic sciences.

2.5.2 Structuring information from empirical studies
It must be accepted that the complex real-world cannot be completely conceptualised
and modelled. However, by performing empirical studies and thereby objectifying the
process of making observations about phenomena, the ideas of how these complexities
work can be continuously updated, ideally obtaining a knowledge base approximating ‘truth’. Generally, experimental studies lead to the determination of the frequency
P(E|H) of observing some evidence under fixed parameters of the model. Thus, while
the hypothesis being tested for each data point is fixed, inferences can be drawn about
the randomness of observing the evidence. While the parameters of the research setting
are generally carefully chosen, it is possible that some are simply not known to exist
or assumed to be accounted for. The disregard for secondary transfer and the possible
influence of cognitive biases are examples of these (possibly unrecognised) uncertainties
(see Section 2.3.4). While aleatory uncertainties are due to variability in the data (such
as the throwing of a dice), epistemic uncertainties are the result of a lack of knowledge
and can be reduced by gathering more data and by refining models (Kiureghian and
Ditlevsen, 2009).
When aiming to conceptualise experimental studies and combine their findings into
arguments within a single knowledge base, it is thus crucial that the parameters of the
study design are known and given as well as that uncertainties are understood. First
of all, the reliability of the method, which represents the extent to which the measured
variable values are free of random error (Jacobe, Leitenberger, and Bergstresser, 2007)
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should be understood. This does not just require the evaluation of the precision (variance of error, dependent upon both the repeatability and reproducibility) of the method,
but also the variance of the true scores themselves (Streiner and Norman, 2006). Such
random errors are different from systematic errors, which can occur through biases in
the design or execution of the study (Jacobe, Leitenberger, and Bergstresser, 2007) and
influences the validity of the method. This validity represents the extent to which the
variable values obtained through the method correspond to the ‘truth’ (are accurate).
Such truths can, for example, depict the internal validity (whether there is an actual
causal relationship between the variable value and what one aims to establish) and external validity (the generalisability of the results) (Jiménez-Buedo and Miller, 2010).
The interpretation of fibres as evidence is taken as an example to understand the extent to which the findings from empirical studies could be combined into structured
frameworks. First, to highlight the use of fibre evidence in court cases, a short study was
undertaken for the purpose of this section, to understand the ways in which the evidence
is presented in court, and to what extent the uncertainties surrounding fibre evidence
are incorporated in the expression of beliefs. Figure 2.4 shows the result of collecting
and analysing the 145 cases that appeared in the Court of Appeal of England and Wales,
and contained the use of textile fibres (using the search term of ‘fibres’ and excluding
irrelevant instances such as those containing asbestos). Despite these being a legal interpretation of the scientific observations, these results highlight the wide variation in
terminology used. More specifically, the term “match” is used most frequently, such as
in “a single fibre that matched the carpet in the stolen Ford Escort” ([2014] EWCA Crim
2047). What is not being highlighted in this case is whether this ‘match‘ is based upon a
commonality of feature values, or whether this also considers the population frequency,
concluding that the stolen Ford Escort is the only possible source. The use of such a
term implies that the scientist is not necessarily sure about population frequencies, but
it can cause significant misinterpretations between scientists and lay people (Thompson,
2018). This is also the case for statements where “fibres from x were found on y”, such as
the case where “fibres from [the suspect‘s] cardigan had been found on the appellant’s
jumper” ([2007] EWCA Crim 1041), suggesting an even stronger decision on the source
of the fibre. It is important to understand this when discussing the knowledge base on
fibres, as the results highlights the ways in which, at least in a court setting, uncertainties are incorporated in reasoning. Moreover, many of these statements seem to address
activity level hypotheses, although little is being argued on the factors involving the
evidence dynamics of fibres in these cases.
Following these observations, the questions is raised to what extent the knowledge
base can contribute to these interpretations, not only by making them better supported
by scientific findings, but also to ensure that the knowledge base is optimally used. In
order to explain this point, ten studies have been randomly chosen which have stud-
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Figure 2.4: Results from the analysis of 145 transcripts from the Criminal Court of Appeal of
England and Wales, describing the ways in which results from analyses on fibres as
evidence were expressed

ied the population frequencies or the transfer and persistence of fibres. The aim of this
analysis is to highlight how studies can be combined based on their aims and how well
their parameter choices complement each other. Therefore, the number and types of parameters they varied within their study and the measurable outcomes which followed
from the research design have been identified. These results are shown in Figure 2.5.
Analysing these results backwards from the final observations, it can be observed that
when this group of studies would expand, a significant understanding for each of these
factors with regards to changes in fibre types, recipient objects, and environments, can
be obtained. Whilst this is not surprising, it clearly highlights the possibility and advantage of combining these studies within a robust evidence base, in order to continuously
develop generalised theories encapsulated in a knowledge base. However, the extent
to which this can be achieved depends on the specific information that is provided on
the factors surrounding, for example, the transfer mechanism within a study. For example, rather than varying parameters in isolation, it follows from Figure 2.5 that many
studies do not only assess more variations of a single parameter (thicker lines), but also
study multiple parameters (multiple lines). Depending on the specific research design, it
makes the process of understanding specific causes for changes in observations more difficult. For example, it is not unthinkable that there would be less uncertainty introduced
in inferences when a single study examines the effect of three different recipient garments than if there would be three different studies (i.e. contexts, locations, researchers),
each considering one of these garments. It is therefore not only important to consider
where the gaps in the current evidence base are, but also to what extent the results of
each study can be incorporated in the already existing evidence base.

2.5 knowledge-base perspective

Figure 2.5: Sankey diagram highlighting the relation between the ten fibre test studies randomly
selected for this example in terms of parameters they vary and characteristics they
measure.

2.5.3 Making tacit expert reasoning explicit
In addition to the structuring of empirical findings, another major challenge within
forensic science has been the conceptualisation of the wealth of knowledge currently
‘stored’ as expert experience. The dangers of having this knowledge, although extremely
valuable, not presented in an explicit and structural form may raise concerns relating to
the accuracy of the interpretation of findings in the case context and the transparency of
presenting these results to the wider criminal justice system (Aitken 2009; Hamer 2012;
PCAST 2016; The Law Commission 2011; Smit, Morgan, and Lagnado 2017). The consequence of this is as well that it is more challenging to discuss discrepancies between the
findings of different scientists, as the components and assumptions within arguments
are not explicit and can therefore not easily be compared. For example, the knowledge
base used in forensic palynological interpretations does not only rely upon a combination of case-based and non-case based research and experience, but the practice of
current interpretations have shown to include arguments supported extensively by the
experience of an expert (Mildenhall, Wiltshire, and Bryant, 2006; Wiltshire and Black,
2006). Moreover, reasons for not often employing palynological evidence in, for example, the United States, include the reluctance of courts to use this as evidence and a lack
of information and scepticism about its value (Bryant and Jones, 2006). It is in such cases
crucial that the arguments and reasoning processes are made explicit to make the interpretation process, including assumptions and uncertainties, more transparent as well as
to allow for a better integration of experience and the results of empirical studies. This
is not only important to the validity of current arguments, but explicit knowledge is also
much easier to incorporate in knowledge frameworks for future use.
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2.6

thesis’ perspective

In the light of many concerns raised regarding the interpretation of forensic evidence,
it has been argued that reasoning in the forensic science discipline needs to be of a
normative character, to not only clarify good reasoning, but also to guard against logical inconsistencies (Biedermann, Taroni, and Aitken, 2014). As Finetti (1974) simply
explains:
“To spend too much time on description is unwise when a normative approach exists, for it is like asking people‘s opinion of 2+2, obtaining an average of 4.31 and announcing this to be the sum. It would be better to teach
them arithmetic” (Finetti, 1974, p.vii)
The question here is what the ‘arithmetic’ of the forensic science discipline should be. Because of the complexity of the ‘real world’ in which forensic reconstruction approaches
must engage (Morgan, 2017a), the theories in the forensic sciences are not as straightforward as those of simple arithmetic, and defining norms, requirements or standards as
part of a normative approach in reasoning under uncertainty is challenging. Nevertheless, progress can be made if there is recognition that theories are based on situational
beliefs and can continue to evolve in the light of newly gained knowledge, constantly
adding representations of small real world features (Jaynes, 2003). However, to highlight
where such are awareness is needed most within the forensic domain (and whether these
issues are indeed present), the chapters of this thesis that follow aim to understand and
evaluate the current interpretations in two ways: the interpretation and understanding
of evidence from the perspective of the legal system (Chapter 3) and the interpretation
of evidence from the perspective of the forensic scientific domain (Chapter 4 and 5). This
thesis specifically aims to evaluate and understand whether the critique that the forensic sciences have faced (and will possibly continue to face) are justified or whether the
domain, as a whole, could have performed better. Generally, despite a growing and elaborate understanding of many of the processes in play, concerns can be expressed with
regards to the current practices of combining the current knowledge into valid beliefs
and justified decisions.

CHAPTER III

MISLEADING EVIDENCE IN UNSAFE RULINGS IN ENGLAND
A N D WA L E S

3.1

introduction

Uncertainty is an inherent characteristic of many forensic analysis and interpretation
processes. Therefore, advancing the role that the growing forensic knowledge base can
play throughout the criminal justice system requires an understanding of how uncertainties are currently being dealt with and whether this is improving over time. This
coincides with the significant number of concerns discussed in various government-led
reports as discussed throughout Chapter 2, highlighting the need for research on the
scientific validity of methods, judgements, and presentation methods in court (National
Research Council, 2009; PCAST, 2016; The Law Commission, 2011). As will be discussed
in the following sections in more detail, empirical research has increasingly focused on
these topics, either by testing the validity of methods in experimental settings or by
studying processes in mainstream casework, although a lack of studies highlighting the
nature and significance of problematic evidence remains (Bono, 2011; Gross, 2008; Gross
and O’Brien, 2008; Saks and Koehler, 2005). More specifically, the UK government has
stated:
“It recognises the potential value of the proposed reliability test in reducing
the risk of unsafe convictions arising from unreliable expert evidence. However, there is no robust estimate of the size of the problem to be tackled –
either in terms of the number of cases where unreliable expert evidence is
adduced, nor in the impact this has in terms of subsequently quashed convictions.” (UK Ministry of Justice, 2013, p.4)
This study begins to address this gap by systematically assessing the nature, extent,
and consequences of ‘unreliable expert evidence’ in legal rulings in England and Wales,
by studying the wider issue of misleading evidence within any ruling overturned by
the Court of Appeal, Criminal Division. More generally, it presents a method which is
applicable to other legislations and of which the results can be used to not only develop
methods to avoid evidence being misleading in the future, but also to identify possible
cases in which it has not surfaced yet.
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3.1.1 Unreliable expert evidence and uncertainties
When forensic evidence is used throughout a criminal investigation, it is assumed to
have some relation to the criminal act, and therefore has some ability to support the
reconstruction of related events. More specifically, analysing an item of evidence aims
to determine the value of parameters of this observed evidence (e.g. the refractive index
of glass) which can subsequently be used in the interpretation stage to express a belief in hypotheses (e.g. possible sources). However, variation may exist between the true
and observed parameter value, impacting subsequent interpretations (Christensen et al.,
2014; Mnookin et al., 2011). As discussed in Chapter 2, such variation depends upon the
method’s accuracy or systematic error (determined by the specificity (true negative rate)
and sensitivity (true positive rate), together with a threshold above which the method
can be called ‘reliable’ (Cole, 2012)), as well as on information on its precision or random
error (their repeatability and reproducibility) (PCAST, 2016; Streiner and Norman, 2006).
In addition, factors may influence parameter values post-event, such as environmental
conditions and collection strategies (Morgan et al., 2008; Scott et al., 2014). ‘Unreliable expert evidence’ then relates to the extent to which the meaning of the uncertainty caused
by such factors are and can be considered in the interpretation and presentation stages
of the forensic science process.
From a legal perspective, evidence admissibility standards should be the first safeguard against unreliable expert evidence in court (see Section 2.2.2). In England and
Wales, judgements have suggested that expert evidence is admissible when adding expertise not available to the judge or jury ([1975] QB 834), when it is presented independently ([2006] EWCA Civ 1028) and by an expert in the field ([2006] EWCA Crim 2312),
as well as that it must be be “sufficiently well-established to pass the ordinary tests of
relevance and reliability” ([2002] EWCA Crim 1903). However, it has been argued that
a statutory admissibility test and list of guidelines is needed in England and Wales to
avoid allowing expert evidence without it being sufficiently scrutinised (The Law Commission, 2011). Moreover, Heaton (2013) has shown that neither the CCRC nor the Court
of Appeal (Criminal Division) explicitly consider the possibility of individuals being
‘innocent’ throughout the post-conviction process. This study also led to the conclusion
that, in order to ease the appeal process for those innocent, fresh evidence should be
able to be received more readily by the Court (Heaton, 2013).
Moreover, a growth in empirical research allows for a greater understanding of uncertainties related to expert evidence, which, in turn, may make it easier to understand
the relevance and reliability of evidence. For example, studies have highlighted factors
involved in the dispersion, transfer, and persistence of many different trace evidence
types including GSR and trace DNA (Maitre et al., 2017; Meakin and Jamieson, 2013).
Additionally, a growing body of research has focussed on sources of potential bias in the
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analysis processes of domains which rely upon methods with subjective aspects, such
as handwriting analysis (Found and Ganas, 2013) and the analysis of skeletal remains
(Nakhaeizadeh, Dror, and Morgan, 2014). Moreover, in addition to the growing analysis
of error rates using past cases (Cole, 2005; Kloosterman, Sjerps, and Quak, 2014; Thompson, Tangen, and McCarthy, 2014), a recent shift can be observed, integrating blind testing programmes within mainstream case examinations (Kerkhoff et al., 2015). Current
interpretation and presentation processes have been the focus of research after identification of misinterpretations of the frequency of features in populations, including those
of fingerprints (Office of the Inspector General, 2006; Scottish Criminal Records Office,
2006), hair (FBI, 2015), and bullet-lead (National Research Council, 2004), and several
high profile cases triggered research into the misleading aspects of statistical evidence
(Buchanan, 2007; Meester et al., 2007). However, despite the growing knowledge base,
uncertainties will remain and so does the need to acknowledge these and understand
their effects.

3.1.2 Misleading evidence and unsafe rulings
Failing to acknowledge some of the discussed uncertainties that are associated with
the evaluation of hypotheses (either due to a lack of knowledge or a misinterpretation)
may result in an erroneous understanding of the evidential value of evidence, which,
if sufficiently significant, results in “reporting support for a hypothesis that is not true”
(Kerkhoff et al., 2015) while reporting opposition for a hypothesis that is true (to avoid
misleading interpretations where evidence could also support an hypothesis that is true
(e.g. a partial mark has common features with multiple prints (Thompson, 2008)). When
doubts exist on the safety of the conviction, decisions made in the Crown Court can be
appealed by the defence (Criminal Appeal Act 1995) or prosecution (Criminal Justice
Act 2003). Although it not being a legal term, ‘misleading evidence’ will be used in this
thesis to simply reflect any information presented which misled or had the potential to
mislead decision-makers when expressing belief in, specifically in relation to forensic
evidence, source and activity level hypotheses (see Section 2.3.2).
Doubts on the safety of a conviction (or acquittal) can vary in nature. Fresh evidence
might come to light which the defence or prosecution deems relevant. Appeal court
judges should subsequently quash the conviction if they argue rulings to be unsafe and
may also order a substitute conviction or re-trial (Criminal Appeal Act 1995), following
the identification of issues which in retrospect could have changed the decision of the
jury ([2014] EWCA Crim 574, [2000] EWCA Crim 45). Despite the fact that the phrase
‘lurking doubt’ is sometimes used to discuss such cases, such beliefs are without clear
evidence and reasoning not sufficient to allow an appeal Leigh, 2006. Additionally, as
Blaxland (2017) discusses, the ‘jury impact test’ has not always been considered mandatory when the appeal court is faced with new evidence. Moreover, it has been suggested
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that over time, the appeal court has become more liberal towards allowing appeals based
on new evidence, although the rate of success in these appeals has decreased (Roberts,
2017). In addition to new evidence, procedural irregularities can also cast doubt on the
safety of a conviction. Here, again, discussion has made its way into the jurisprudence
highlighting circumstances under which this should (always) result in a successful appeal even if it strongly believed the defendant is guilty (Spencer, 2007). This includes
gross misconduct that could relate to the forensic evidence throughout the investigation
or in preparation for the trial. Dargue (2016) has shown that, specifically in the Court of
Appeal (Criminal Division), the summing up, misuse of evidential discretion, and the
presence of new evidence were the main grounds for appeal. This raises the question on
whether these can be related to misinterpretations of the trial evidence.
The more specific studies on case judgements addressing the nature of misleading evidence focus on individual or small sets of high-profile cases (Gross and Shaffer, 2012),
such as those in England and Wales (Roach and Trotter, 2005), the Netherlands (Brants,
2011), and Switzerland (Killias, 2008), often presenting specific recommendations following the outcome of each case. Some of the earliest more extensive empirical-based
studies have reported issues related to eyewitnesses, informants, bad character, fingerprint forgeries, faked autopsies, and an inadequate defence (Borchardt and Lutz, 1932;
Brandon and Davies, 1973; Connors et al., 1996; Frank and Frank, 1957; Fricker, 1993;
Geller et al., 1999; Radin, 1964). Although it has been argued that knowledge is still
lacking to draw strong inferences about the relationship between forensic evidence and
wrongful rulings (Cole, 2012; UK Ministry of Justice, 2013), many of the more recent
published studies on wrongful convictions include sections on the role of forensic evidence. An overview has been compiled for this study, see Table 3.1. Public attention rose
in the USA by post-conviction DNA testing (see Section 2.3.2) through the Innocence
Project (Sheck, Neufeld, and Dwyer, 2000), which has been referred to as the beginning
of “the age of innocence” (Zalman, 2011, p.1499). This led to both the acceptance that
wrongful convictions happen, as well as a growth in research identifying its causes and
developing reforms (Leverick and Chalmers, 2014) through the use of more comprehensive data sets on population features (Cole, 2012). In many of the studies in Table 3.1,
non-DNA evidence was initially used to narrow down the pool of suspects in what was
later argued to be beyond what was scientifically valid (Connors et al., 1996). In the
decade that followed, studies aimed at highlighting the general severity of problems
with forensic evidence (Gross et al., 2005; Saks and Koehler, 2005), while others aimed
more specifically in categorising these issues (Garrett, 2008, 2011), fuelling the debate
on who to blame for these consequences; bad lawyering (Collins and Jarvis, 2009) or
bad forensic science (Garrett, 2011). More recently, comparative studies have been performed, recognising ‘forensic error’ (Gould et al., 2013) and the amount of evidence
types at the trial (Harmon, 2005) as predicting factors of unsafe convictions. What the
results presented in Table 3.1 mostly show is that wrongful convictions are not always
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just an issue of flawed science or bad lawyering, but rather, flawed communication and
interpretation (Collins and Jarvis, 2009; Garrett, 2011; Griffin, 2015), an issue both sides
should take responsibility for.

3.1.3 Present study: a structural approach
The idea that some of the evidence has the potential to be misleading throughout an
investigation and in court is shown in the abstract representation in Figure 3.1. This
study aims to contribute to understanding the nature of such misleading evidence by
presenting and implementing a systematic content analysis. It aims to infer the nature of
misleading evidence by identifying those instances where they were identified through
concerns expressed by appeal judges on the safety of trial rulings (see Figure 3.1) in the
Criminal Court of Appeal of England and Wales. The results will provide insights in
both the type of evidence that is misleading (e.g. witness statements or DNA) as well as
the nature of this misleading evidence (e.g. the evidence was not reliable or relevant). Of
specific interest is whether the issues could have been known and subsequently could
have been avoided in the trial. A greater understanding can drive subsequent research,
allowing us to draw more general inferences about the complete set of misleading evidence in Figure 3.1, to include those who have not been recognised and to avoid similar
issues in the future (Borchardt and Lutz, 1932; Gross and Shaffer, 2012; Rossmo, 2014).

Figure 3.1: Diagram showing the present study sample (overlap), a sub-sample of all misleading
evidence, obtained though studying overturned unsafe rulings.

For the purpose of the study, we assume that the ‘correct’ rulings are those based upon
the judgement of the appeal court judges, as the ground-truth cannot be known other
than by running test-cases through the system. Additionally, allowing for the possibility
that there are unsafe rulings which have not been recognised as such (Cole, 2012; Gross
and Shaffer, 2012), the results can be used as a (highly liberal) snapshot of the current
situation (assuming that rendering a ruling as unsafe is generally justified). Moreover,
although it has been suggested that the frequency of (known or revised) errors of justice
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(superscripts), number of cases (N) and those containing forensic evidence (F), the percentage of post-conviction DNA tests, and unknowns (u).

Table 3.1: An overview of studies into larger datasets and significant cases where issues with the forensic evidence were observed. It highlights similar datasets
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is relatively low compared to all convictions (Gross and Shaffer, 2012), the disutility of
even a single wrongful ruling is extremely high.

3.2

materials and methods

Information from legal cases is often stored in unstructured text-based forms, impacting
the applicability of analytical and predictive methods based on legal decisions (Stranieri
and Zeleznikow, 2005). These processes have been improved through the development
of semi-structured information from narrative judgements to address information-finding
problems in case database analysis (Rose, 1994). Further studies have shown the applicability of a range of methods for the so-called ‘knowledge discovery from databases’
(KDD) (Fayyad, Piatetsky-Shapiro, and Smyth, 1996). These include classification and
clustering results of, for example, similar case-types, outcomes, or length of the legal process (Fayyad, Piatetsky-Shapiro, and Smyth, 1996; Wilkins and Pillaipakkamnatt,
1997), as well as finding associations between case properties and legal outcomes (Dargue, 2016; Ivkovic, Yearwood, and Stranieri, 2001). In this study, text-analysis is applied.
More specifically, in order to structurally study case documents of wrongful rulings to
make valid inferences on the underlying themes, a content analysis approach was used
(Drisko and Maschi, 2015; Krippendorff, 2007). This method has been applied to a variety of studies on legal judgments, mainly aiming at descriptive or analytical analyses
(Evans et al., 2007; Hall and Wright, 2008). The steps that were undertaken include a systematic case selection, case coding, testing of coding reliability, and analysis of results
(Hall and Wright, 2008).

3.2.1 Case selection
The cases used in this study are a convenience sample of all relevant cases, accepting that
this only includes misleading evidence identified through the used overturned rulings
(see Figure 3.1)(Krippendorff, 2007). Although it has been argued that there is a lack of
information on appeal outcomes (Jacobson, 2013), exacerbated after the discontinuation
of Casetrack, appeal decisions were gathered from published appeal court judgments
in the database Westlaw UK. They were selected from the ‘case analysis documents’ on
the basis of having been heard by the Criminal Court of Appeal of England and Wales
(EWCA Crim, further referenced as ‘AC’), and having been labelled with ‘criminal evidence’ in the database according to Sweet & Maxwell’s Legal Taxonomy (Scott and
Smith, 2010). Westlaw UK was chosen as it contained much more judgments as compared to Bailii (over 10.000 versus approximately 1680 in the study period), and because
the discontinuation of Casetrack would make this study otherwise less sustainable.
The dataset of relevant documents was further limited to appeals allowed with regards
to the conviction or acquittal (rather than the sentencing), as this was believed to provide
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more information on significant misleading evidence, following a belief by appeal judges
that the trial ruling was unsafe (outlined in the Criminal Appeal Act 1995). The study
term (of the appeal rulings) was a 7-year period January 2010 through December 2016.

3.2.2 Coding categories and considerations
This study aimed to identify the basis for the successful appeal (i.e. the reason why the
trial conviction was unsafe), which is of a descriptive nature and reflects simply the statement of the appeal judge (In Vivo) rather than a normative evaluation of whether that
reason was justified. Coding categories were determined using three different methods,
combining deductive and inductive techniques. Firstly, codes were developed a priori
based upon the results from previous studies presented in Table 3.1 and the admissibility
and criteria of evidence from the Criminal Justice Act 2003 and the Police and Criminal
Evidence Act 1984. Examples include issues with the validity of collection and analysis methods, and the determination of the relevance and probative value of evidence.
Secondly, the coding framework was adjusted to categorise the issues based upon the
possibility of developing methods to further understand and avoid these issues in the
future. The most important aspect was differentiating between whether there was new
evidence, whether the trial evidence had been re-evaluated by an expert, or whether the
decision had been overturned without new evidence. Lastly, the framework was refined
through the identification of inductively defined codes from analysing the case documents (Drisko and Maschi, 2015; Hall and Wright, 2008). Added categories include, for
example, procedural errors, inconsistent decisions by the jury, and insufficient directions
by the judge on the relevance of evidence. The final coding scheme is reflected in the
decision scheme in Figure 3.2. The following terminology reflects some of the detailed
coding categories:
• Issues with the relevance of the evidence have to do with the question whether
it can be of value to address the hypothesis (e.g. and therefore should have been
excluded/included).
• When considering the probative value of evidence, it is agreed that the evidence
was relevant but it was misleading with respect to how much/little weight was
given to the evidence.
• The validity of the evidence is used to categorise evidence which was argued by
the appeal judge to not be (presented) accurately or precisely.

3.2.3 Case attributes
Together with the nature and type of the (misleading) evidence, attributes such as the
appeal outcome, requests for re-trials, involvement of the Criminal Case Review Commission (CCRC), trial dates, and proposition levels were also considered.
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Figure 3.2: The coding scheme developed for this study to classify the reasons for rendering the trial ruling
unsafe by the Court of Appeal judge(s).

3.2.4 Inter-coder reliability
To determine the reliability of the coding method, an inter-coder agreement index was
developed based upon the coding of the nominal categories of the initial and two addi-
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tional independent coders (as the initial coder was involved in the development of the
coding rules which could impact the reliability (Lorr and McNair, 1966)), by determining Krippendorff‘s alpha coefficient (Krippendorff, 2007). The additional coders were
given 20% of the total of cases studied and only relied upon the coding instructions
presented in Figure 3.2 and the published appeal court judgments. They were required
to identify the type of evidence questioned in the trial (and new evidence in the appeal
if present), and the nature of why it was misleading (the chosen category following the
coding procedure).

3.3

results and discussion

3.3.1 Significance: number of cases
In the 7-year period between 2010 and 2016, 10,859 cases were found in Westlaw UK
as having been heard in the Court of Appeal of England and Wales. Because of the
lack of structured data on whether these were appeals against conviction or sentence
and whether these were successful or not, the first filter included the built-in label of
‘criminal evidence’. Approximately 9% (996) of the cases remained to conduct further
analyses on.
The challenge with the method developed for this study as compared to most of those
discussed in Table 3.1 (which study already known unsafe rulings), is that only a small
portion of all studied cases are of relevance. This is because the 10,859 cases are appeals
against both sentencing and conviction, which also holds for the 996 cases labelled as
‘criminal evidence’. Without studying these cases further it cannot be said what portion
of these cases are successful appeals against conviction. More detailed ratios would require the need for more automated approaches of analysing the large number of case
material – something that can only be explored once a more detailed picture exists of
misleading evidence in published judgments as produced for this initial study. This also
means that has not been further assessed what the details are of the excluded cases not
labelled with ‘criminal evidence’. Moreover, these initial results could be further compared with results of a similar study on other datasets, despite the difficulties with for
example Casetrack (discontinued), Bailii (less judgements), or the comparability with
international databases such as those of the U.S. Supreme Court. Both these approaches
will provide an insight in the ability to generalise the findings from this study to the
wider population by determining the representativeness of the ratio of appeals against
sentencing/conviction, the rate of success on appeal, and the counts and evidence types
which are included. The results must therefore be interpreted with caution when aiming
to generalise findings.
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Table 3.2: Details of the study set of published judgments in Westlaw UK between 2010 – 2016.
Cases were first filtered on ‘criminal evidence’, followed by successful on appeal
against conviction. The table includes the number of cases and individual counts
within these cases, as well as the number of rulings, number of ‘problematic’ evidence
types and the number of specific issues with these items of evidence.
Count
Cases in Westlaw UK heard by AC between 2010 - 2016

10 859

Cases labelled with ‘criminal evidence’

996

Cases successful after appeal against conviction

218

Number of criminal counts

223

Number of rulings (suspects)

222
Conviction quashed
Conviction substituted
Acquittal quashed
Admission evidence

Problematic items of evidence
Identified issues with the evidence

201
10
10
1
230
235

Rulings in 218 of these 996 cases (22%) were argued unsafe because they contained
misleading evidence, representing the overlapping area in Figure 3.1. Details of these
cases are shown in Table 3.2. As argued previously by others (Cole, 2012; Collins and
Jarvis, 2009; Gould et al., 2013), this study also suggests that the actual occurrence of misleading evidence is higher than only those identified through the current methodology.
Namely, it can simply be the case that they have not gone into appeal or, as cases in the
present dataset shown, it is possible that although errors are identified, they were not
argued to “undermine the safety of the conviction” (e.g. see [2015] AC 1619 or [2016] AC
4, or where evidence was argued in the light of new evidence, to be ‘neutral’, see [2010]
AC 2936). Therefore, these cases are not included in the present study, although understanding these issues is of great importance as such errors could potentially contribute
to unsafe rulings in other contexts.

3.3.2 Further significance: time between rulings
The significance of the 218 successful appeal cases becomes more pertinent when considering the time between the original conviction and the decision by the appeal judges.
This time difference in cases where this could be obtained (n = 208) averaged 2.9 years
but with a wide range (sd = 5.7 years). Eighteen cases took over 10 years to be overturned, with a maximum time difference of 36.3 years (in [2014] AC 2047, which was
quashed due to fresh evidence indicating police malpractice). Moreover, the method of
data collection allowed for more detailed analyses. For example, comparing the median
of the time difference (interquartile range) of 2.7(1.3 − 9.7) years for rulings where new
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evidence had to be obtained with the 0.8(0.5 − 1.3) years for rulings which were overturned without having to acquire new evidence, shows a significant difference between
the two distributions (Mann–Whitney U = 5684, nnew = 47, nnotnew = 179, p < 0.001,
two-tailed). This is consistent with the length of time it would take to acquire and consider new evidence in a case.
It followed from the case documents that of the 201 quashed convictions, no re-trial
was ordered in 80 cases (in addition to 24 re-trials and 97 unknowns). Additionally,
re-trials were requested following all 10 acquittals (including resumed proceedings), a
possibility after the double jeopardy ban in the UK in 2003 (Criminal Justice Act 2003),
see for example [2012] AC 414. In 10 cases, no re-trial was ordered as the conviction
was substituted (e.g. murder to manslaughter). More generally, the time between the
rulings does not always correspond with the time spent incarcerated, as, for example,
the suspect may have been incarcerated before the trial date or have already completed
their sentence before the appeal. The cases involved significant crimes, including those
related to sexual assault (n = 50), assault (34), murder (28), robbery (18), fraud (13),
and drug offences (13). These numbers roughly compare to the distribution of counts in
all crown court cases between 2014 - 2016, where the most common counts included violence against the person (including both assault and murder according to the Counting
Rules for Recorded Crime (Home Office, 2019)) (22%), drug offences (14%), miscellaneous crimes against society (14%), theft offences (13%), sexual offences (13%), robbery
(6%), and fraud (5%) (Criminal Justice System Statistics, Ministry of Justice, 2019). Especially sexual assault cases were more commonly found in this study as compared to the
crown courts, facing mostly issues to do with witness statements, DNA and medical evidence, and evidence of bad character. Considering the problematic evidence type most
commonly found in this study being witness evidence (Figure 3.3), it is perhaps not surprising that sexual assault often highly depends on this type of evidence. Nevertheless,
whether a suspect was ultimately guilty or not does not change the fact that misleading
evidence was still present in these trials in the first place.

3.3.3 Coding method reliability
The coding method reliability has been studied by determining the inter-coder agreement on 20% of the total number of cases coded for this study, resulting in a Krippendorff’s alpha coefficient of 0.772 (47 subjects, 3 coders). This has been suggested as ‘substantial’ agreement (Landis and Koch, 1977), although others argue that above 0.8 would
be considered reliable (Krippendorff, 2007). The coefficient presented here is, however,
a conservative agreement as all categories are considered equally different, while issues
with, for example, the probative value or the relevance are somewhat similar and not
always easy to distinguish from the appeal court judgments. This does indicate that per-
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haps a more detailed explanation of the coding categories and/or the reasoning of the
judge could be valuable.

3.3.4 Overview of the results in each coding category
Overturns within 206 of the 218 cases were based upon a single key reason related to
a single evidence type, highlighting the importance of avoiding any type of misleading
evidence in trial cases. The major and minor categories in which the reason for the unsafe ruling was classified using the coding method (see Figure 3.2) can be found in Table
3.3. It follows that in a minority of instances (24%) there was entirely new evidence or
newly gained knowledge (such as a re-evaluation by a forensic expert) which led to the
unsafe ruling. In the majority (76%) of cases, however, the ruling was overturned given
the same set of information available in the trial. These results do strongly suggest that
there might be many more unsafe rulings beyond the post-conviction DNA testing cases
summarised in Table 3.1. Additionally, from the 22 cases which were successful on appeal following a reference by the CCRC (according to the judgments), the majority (15
cases) were rendered unsafe due to the introduction of new evidence. This, again, suggests that perhaps not enough focus is directed on cases where there is not necessarily
new evidence and adds on to the idea that the statutory test used by the CCRC should
be reviewed (Kerrigan, 2006).
The reasons for why the evidence is misleading are studied from the point of the trial
evidence. On the 19 occasions where there was new evidence which was relevant on its
own (mostly witnesses (n = 4), documents (3), medical evidence (3), and DNA (2)) and
the 9 cases where there was an absence of evidence, no trial evidence was questioned.
Additionally, there was no specific evidence associated with the unsafe ruling in some
instances where there were issues with the direction given by the judge (n=6), general
errors (4), and issues with the decision of the jury (4). The remaining 193 reasons related
to trial evidence are studied further. Here, the remaining cases where there was new relevant information questioning the trial evidence (c in Table 3.3) are considered together
with the nature of the evidence as presented in court (a) as they both relate to the nature of the trial evidence, and only differ in the way the issue came to light (n = 122).
Moreover, the issues with the direction of the judge (b) indicate a misunderstanding of
this similar nature of the evidence (n = 54), an issue also identified by others (Judicial
Commission of N.S.W., 2011). While such an issue with the direction of the judge might
not in itself be ‘misleading evidence’, a misdirection on the value or relevance of the
evidence or how this should be interpreted may also contribute to the expression of a
‘wrongful’ or less than ideal belief in an hypothesis by the jury. The presence of these
revised categories are studied with respect to the evidence type groups shown in Figure
3.3.

3.3 results and discussion

Table 3.3: Overview of the results of each coding category from Figure 3.2 representing the reason
for the unsafe ruling.
Coding category representing the reason for unsafe ruling
a. Misleading nature of the evidence as presented in court
Relevance
Probative value
Validity
Hearsay
Independence
Collection
b. Issues with the direction of the judge on
Probative value
Standard of proof
Relevance
Validity
Independence
c. There is new relevant information
New questions validity trial
New is relevant stand-alone
Expert re-evaluation of probative value
New questions probative value trial
Expert re-evaluation of collection method
d. General errors by prosecution (6), police (2), or court (10)
e. Absence of evidence in the trial
f. Issues with the decision of the jury

n (%)
85 (36%)
31
18
17
16
2
1
60 (26%)
18
17
14
10
1
56 (24%)
26
19
7
3
1
18 (8%)
9 (4%)
7 (3%)
235

Figure 3.3: An overview of the evidence type groups and the reasons given why the evidence
was misleading. 42 reasons did not specifically apply to an evidence type and are not
included in this graph.
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It follows from Figure 3.3 that witness (including victim) statements are the most problematic evidence type (39%), which has also been suggested as a major cause for concern
by other scholars (Bedau and Radelet, 1987; Garrett, 2015; Gross and Shaffer, 2012). The
second most-common evidence type is the grouped category of forensic evidence (32%),
which will be a major focus of the subsequent sections. Although discussions have been
ongoing as to whether (good and bad) character evidence (19%) has a higher risk of
convicting the innocent and/or whether the underlying assumptions are fair towards
a suspect (Spencer, 2016), especially as after becoming more easily admissible after the
Criminal Justice Act (2003), research did not find evidence of unfair prejudice (Redmayne, 2002). The final two evidence types are police- and suspect statements. While
false confessions have been identified as a significant factor in wrongful convictions in
the USA (Gross and Shaffer, 2012) and can generally have a major impact in an investigation (Kassin, 2012), this study has only found four such cases, and are therefore either
less common or were not identified in the present study. The four general reasons in
Figure 3.3 are grouped in two sets and discussed in Sections 3.3.5 and 3.3.6.

3.3.5

Issues with the nature of the evidence

The two major categories related to the nature of the evidence are responsible for the
majority of the overturned reasons found in this study (n = 176 or 75%), see Figure 3.3.
In other words, the common theme is that of possible erroneous beliefs in hypotheses in
the light of such misleading evidence. In order to improve this process, it is necessary to
understand what type of hypotheses are addressed with this evidence. This allows for
the possibility to develop further knowledge bases with respect to each evidence type,
such as within- and between source characteristics and evidence dynamics. The findings
with respect to the hypotheses in question in each case is shown in Table 3.4.
It follows from the findings presented in Table 3.4 that the majority (116 or 66%) of
items of evidence were used to address hypotheses related to an activity level, such as
witnesses describing violent acts of suspects, victims describing sexual offences by suspects, or cases where evidence of bad character was used as evidence that a suspect was
more likely to commit certain acts. The results highlight the importance of understanding trace evidence dynamics and the value and limitations of observing evidence such
as DNA, fingerprints, and GSR when addressing these activity level hypotheses. Moreover, cases where there was a dispute about the lower, source level, hypotheses, were
also commonly encountered whereby the evidence of witnesses and forensic evidence
were misleading. In the remaining cases, the evidence was used to assess the validity of
other evidence (this is not the same as issues with the validity in Table 3.3) and used to
determine whether or not intent was involved.

3.3 results and discussion

Table 3.4: Overview of the of the number of cases of misleading evidence and the type of hypothesis that they addressed.

Witnesses evidence
Police
Suspect
Other witness
Forensic evidence
Animal blood
Digital
DNA
Documents
Drugs
Fingerprints
Footwear marks
Glass
GSR
Handwriting
Medical
Weapon
Character evidence

Hypothesis related to:
Activity Source Validity
48
29
6
2
3
9
1
2
37
25
4
39
10
4
1
3
1
4
4
11
1
5
1
4
2
1
1
1
2
7
1
3
1
29
2
5
116
42
15

Intent
2
1
1
1

1

3

85
5
13
67
55
1
4
8
12
7
6
1
1
1
2
8
4
36
176

The final step in moving forward and addressing these issues by developing and better employing the forensic knowledge base is the need to understand the misleading
aspect of the relationship between the evidence and the hypothesis. For example, was
the evidence simply not relevant for the hypothesis? Was it given too much evidential
weight? Or was the evidence itself not valid and therefore problematic for assessing the
truth in the hypothesis? These results (using the sub-categories in Table 3.3) are shown
in Table 3.5, grouped per general evidence category and hypothesis level (from Table
3.4). It follows from Table 3.3 that 16 cases were categorised as hearsay, following, for example, the argument that because a witness could not be cross-examined, the possibility
of assessing their reliability was severely diminished ([2012] AC 1509). These cases were
therefore categorised as questions on the (general) validity of the evidence. The three
cases categorised under issues with the independence of evidence were rendered unsafe because of underlying issues of validity (whereby an identification was influenced
by possible biasing information) and probative value (where two dependent items of
evidence were presented as providing independent support for an hypothesis).
3.3.5.1 Relevance of the evidence
First of all, the evidence must be relevant for hypotheses (Police and Criminal Evidence
Act 1984). With regards to the character evidence, this assessment was the major issue,
mainly whereby bad character was ‘unfairly’ used as evidence that a suspect could have
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Table 3.5: Overview of the number of cases of misleading evidence and the detailed relationship
between the different levels of hypotheses (see Table 3.4) and the nature of the misleading evidence, grouped by general evidence category.

Witness evidence
Activity
Source
Validity
Intent
Forensic evidence
Activity
Source
Validity
Intent
Character evidence
Activity
Source
Validity

Relevance
8
4
3
1
13
10
1
2
24
20
1
3
45

Misleading nature:
Probative value Validity
14
60
7
35
6
22
1
2
1
29
7
19
5
8
1
1
1
1
6
4
4
3
1
1
1
49
71

Standard of proof
3
2
1

85

6
5
1

55

2
2

36

11

176

committed a criminal act. Evidence deemed irrelevant for the hypothesis in question
was also observed in relation to several forensic evidence types, including cases where
the presence of drugs was arguably wrongly used as evidence to support hypothesis in
relation to handling or dealing (other types of) drugs (e.g. [2013] AC 901 and [2012] AC
2879).
In order to avoid such misinterpretations, it is crucial to define sub-hypotheses which
are perhaps more clearly associated with the recovered evidence to provide transparency
in the reasoning process. For example, when the presence of marijuana is used as evidence for dealing heroin, a sub-hypothesis can be defined on the dealing of marijuana,
and how this is linked with the presence of marijuana on the one hand, and the dealing
of heroin on the other. These relationships can then be assessed separately but interpreted as a whole.
3.3.5.2 Probative value of the evidence
After evidence is considered relevant for an hypothesis, the belief expressed in an hypothesis (with respect to another) is sometimes presented disproportionately to the
actual probative value of an item of evidence. This issue was most often related to
the forensic evidence (59%), and was also the major issue within the forensic evidence
(53%). Examples on the activity level include medical evidence such as trauma, argued
to be conclusive of penetration ([2012] AC 1433) or non-accidental trauma ([2010] AC
2847), which were on appeal revised considering new scientific findings. Within trace
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evidence, the appeal highlighted questions such as those regarding the time when DNA
was deposited ([2015] AC1732), to what extent the location of DNA ([2011] AC 460)
and fingerprints ([2010] AC 2421) were suggestive of the criminal act, the possibilities of
multiple transfer of blood ([2010] AC 2499), and the exact meaning of small quantities of
GSR on clothing ([2014] AC 2507). Similarly, the appeal court rendered convictions unsafe where disproportionate weight was given to evidence when addressing questions
of identifications or individualisations on a source level. Appeal rulings suggested the
need to consider possible sources of glass unconnected to the crime ([2015] AC 1950),
the misleading aspect of the trial judge failing to direct the jury about the meaning of a
partial DNA profile ([2010] AC 1334), the importance of recognising disputes between
fingerprint experts ([2011] AC 1296), and severe limitations in the notorious case of R. v
T when determining the source of a shoe print ([2010] AC 2439).
In addition to identifying sub-hypotheses clarifying the relationships between evidence and hypotheses, determining the change in belief in an hypothesis following the
evidence requires an in-depth analysis of the factors that can influence the state of the
evidence given the specific hypothesis. As argued previously, it requires an extensive
knowledge base on the factors influencing the dynamics of evidence and the abundance
of observed characteristics. Although findings could possibly be generalised, it should
be made clear under what assumptions these are applied in a case context and how this
impacts the interpretation.
3.3.5.3 Validity of the evidence
When considering the witness statements, issues were most often associated with regards to their validity (e.g. the credibility of a witness). Although the validity of evidence is not directly linked to the relationship between evidence and an hypothesis (as
compared to the relevance and probative value), a decrease in the validity of the evidence (whether it is the accuracy or precision) can, again, cause a misinterpretation of
the probative value or relevance of the evidence (although these latter assessments could
be justified themselves).
In relation to the witness statements, and to a lesser extent the character and forensic
evidence with a questionable validity (including fingerprints, handwriting evidence, and
digital evidence), it is pertinent that the factors influencing the validity are understood.
These include, for example, the conditions under which the witness observations have
been made (e.g. distance, weather) and the degree of subjectivism of forensic analysis
methods and factors which can influence this process (as discussed in the introduction).
Judges and jurors should be made aware of these effects and their implications for the
belief in hypotheses, as they generally tend to consider forensic evidence as quite reliable
(Garrett and Mitchell, 2016).
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3.3.5.4 Standard of proof
One of the roles of the judge is to direct the jury on the standard of proof (Judicial College, 2017). Part of this belief is an understanding of the factors discussed previously in
this section. However, some of the issues do not fit in these categories and are related to
the standard of proof more generally. Examples not related to a specific evidence type
(see Section 3.3.4) include a lack of direction by the judge on what hypotheses they had
to be sure of before they could convict (e.g. [2016] AC 1632). Moreover, the 11 cases
where there was specific evidence (Table 3.5), the direction on the standard of proof
related both to source and activity level hypotheses. It was, for example, argued that
the judge failed to direct the jury that they could reach their own conclusions on the
meaning of low-template DNA evidence ([2010] AC 549), and that the judge did not direct the jury on the law related to circumstantial drug-related evidence ([2015] AC 1733).
Overcoming these issues from the point of the interpretation of the forensic evidence
will mostly relate to a transparent presentation of the hypotheses the jury needs to assess, the uncertainties of the presented analyses or interpretations, and, together with
that, an indication that the jury a) should reach their own conclusions based on these
uncertainties and b) the extent to which the jury should be ‘sure’ of its conclusion.

3.3.6 General issues and the decisions by the jury
In addition to the nature of the evidence which is (or has the potential to be) misleading in the truth-finding process, it follows from Figure 3.3 that in 14 cases there were
‘general issues’ with the evidence, including procedural errors by the court, failures to
disclose statements by the prosecution to the defence, and breaches of code by police
officers. These only form a small proportion of all cases and would require a more indepth analysis of research targeted at these issues. Additionally, three cases were overturned where the appeal judges argued that the decisions of the trial jury were either
logically inconsistent or where there was no possibility for them to reach a conclusion
properly (e.g. [2010] AC 130). Research studying US juries has shown a variation in jurors’ interpretation of the evidence following, for example, factors that might influence
the validity of eyewitnesses (Schmechel et al., 2006), the so-called CSI-effect (Schweitzer
and Saks, 2007), conditions affecting the interpretation of probabilistic evidence (Kaye
and Koehler, 1991; Thompson, 1989), and a change in the method of presentation (e.g.
qualitative versus quantitative) of identification evidence (McQuiston-Surrett and Saks,
2009). Because of the differences US and UK jury system, care must be taken when drawing generalised conclusions (Thomas; 2007). Nevertheless, understanding the idea that
juries can make inconsistent decisions which are the grounds for a successful appeal
raises further research questions on juror decision-making in combination with forensic
evidence in the legal system in England and Wales.

3.4 conclusion

3.4

conclusion

Content analysis of published appeal court judgments can provide vast information
on the presence and nature of misleading evidence. Although the sampling method
causes a danger of over-analysing the data presented in this study, it does suggest that
the relevance, probative value, and validity of evidence are often misunderstood and
miscommunicated within a criminal trial when expressing beliefs in (competing) hypotheses. The consequences of these are severe and have caused many defendants to be
wrongfully incarcerated. The results show that these issues can be addressed by clarifying sub-hypotheses on source and activity levels and by developing the knowledge base
on, for example, the rarity of observed characteristics in a population and the factors
affecting evidence dynamics. The fact that most of these rulings are overturned without
including new evidence in the appeal suggests that they could have been avoided in
the trial if these interpretations were improved. Accepting that uncertainty will remain
present, it is important that the uncertainties are not caused by erroneous arguments
and judgements but by inherent properties of the knowledge base, which, in turn, can
be presented transparently.
The findings from this research support previous findings that the occurrence and
nature of misleading evidence can no longer be attributed to simple individual ‘bad
apples’ in the system (Thompson, 2010). Despite the small ratio of issues with misleading evidence (218 cases) compared to all cases (10,859), this study has identified
structural issues which often could have been addressed at an earlier stage. This study
provides a foundation of detailed issues related to the interpretation of forensic evidence
and highlights the possibility of identifying these issues from appeal court judgments,
fuelling the important debate on improving access to case documents post-conviction
(Henneberg, 2017). On the one hand, the findings from this research can be validated by
studying and improving the understanding of uncertainties involved in assessing the relevance, probative value, and validity of evidence on a more comprehensive level for individual evidence types. This also includes the use of methods to guide decision-making
under uncertainty and with new information, such as Bayesian networks (Garbolino and
Taroni, 2002; Pearl, 1988; Smit et al., 2016). On the other hand, there is great potential in
applying similar methods to larger scale studies within England and Wales as well as in
other jurisdictions, using, for example, more automated text-mining techniques. These
can also be used to determine potential predicting factors of misleading evidence (see
for general examples (Gould et al., 2013)), using specific factors related to the type of
evidence and the type of hypotheses they address. The findings in this paper suggests
that, as others have argued, “the scientific community can take the lead in reform efforts”
(Garrett and Neufeld, 2009). It is therefore hoped that this research becomes more than
just an ‘academic exercise’, and that these results allow for the much-needed continuous
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evaluation of the use of forensic evidence in court and their contribution to both justified
and unjustified rulings.

CHAPTER IV

T O WA R D S A N O R M AT I V E A P P R O A C H O F E VA L U AT I N G T R A C E
I N T E R P R E TAT I O N S

4.1

introduction

It has already been suggested that forensic evidence can play a significant role in investigative and legal judgements by establishing and revising beliefs in hypotheses relevant for reconstructing past events (Houck, 2003; Robertson and Roux, 2010; Stoney
and Stoney, 2015). However, the extent to which evidence can be meaningful depends
on the ability to make context-specific interpretations, or in other words, “the drawing
of rational and balanced inferences from observations, test results and measurement”
(Cook et al., 1998b, p.152). Over time, the knowledge base used to support these interpretations is growing, meaning that analyses become more reproducible and reliable,
and more insights are gained about the abundance of features and their changes under
different conditions. Within the last decades, however, concerns have been expressed
within and towards the forensic community with a common theme reflecting the philosophical and empirical underpinnings and limitations of analyses and interpretations
(Christensen et al., 2014; Mnookin et al., 2011; National Research Council, 2009). These
include concerns about over-estimations of the evidential value resulting in wrongful
individualisations (Cole, 2005; FBI, 2015; National Research Council, 2004; Pretty and
Sweet, 2001; Schwartz, 2005) and issues on the comprehension and transparency of
forensic inferences presented and adopted within criminal justice system (Hamer, 2012).
Moreover, there has been a growth in discussion of the meaning of various ‘errors’ in
forensic processes (Christensen et al., 2014) and more attention has been paid to decisionmaking processes and the effect they might have on interpretations (Kerkhoff et al., 2015;
Nakhaeizadeh, Hanson, and Dozzi, 2014).
Following the concerns discussed in Chapter 2, Chapter 3 has shown more specifically that misunderstandings and misrepresentations of the relevance, probative value,
and validity of evidence have resulted in unsafe rulings on a large scale (FBI, 2015;
Smit, Morgan, and Lagnado, 2017). Although the importance of robust and transparent
interpretations and evaluations in the light of the recognition of limitations and the increasing amount and complexity of data has become clear, the manner in which this can
be achieved has not always been so clear cut.
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One of the evidence types facing complexities and challenges with interpretations is
physical trace evidence. Physical traces refer to any particles which are created and/or
displaced, and of which inferences can be made to support the spatial and temporal
association of individuals, objects, and/or locations. A profound interpretation requires
an identification of their features and possible provenance classes on a source level, and,
crucially, understanding their spatial and temporal movements at an activity level (Cook
et al., 1998a; Robertson and Roux, 2010; Smit, Morgan, and Lagnado, 2017). Combining
the need for systematic approaches to evaluate interpretations in the forensic sciences
more generally, and the complexity facing trace evidence specifically, this study aims
to develop a guiding framework of the primary components of trace evidence interpretations. Chapter 5 will subsequently discuss the results of applying this framework to
evaluate the current state of soil as evidence. These approaches are referred to as ‘bottom up’ and ‘top down’ approaches respectively. Where more general guiding principles
have been developed previously, which includes the need for probabilistic approaches,
limiting contextual bias, highlighting potential errors and assumptions, and being transparent in communications (FOS, 2017), this chapter develops principles on a much more
detailed level of interpretations. It discusses the extent to which gaps found between the
bottom up and top down approaches are and can be addressed from the current and
future knowledge base. More specifically, this chapter aims to identify and articulate
theoretical primary components of evidence interpretation, allowing for an improved
ability to evaluate and interpret trace evidence in a forensic context and minimising misleading evidence.
Two important aspects are emphasized throughout these sections, namely inherent
uncertainties and limitations of soil data and analytical methods on the one hand, and
the nature and limitations of the interpretation methods on the other. Moreover, it focuses on three important aspects which have been shown to be misinterpreted at both
a source and activity level (see the results in Chapter 3): the relevance (what questions
can the evidence address?), the probative value (to what extent can these questions be
answered from the observed evidence?) and the validity (how valid are analyses and
interpretations?) of the evidence. The results from this chapter contribute to providing
an understanding and systematic methodology to evaluate the current and future state
of trace interpretations, and thereby supporting robust, transparent, and targeted interpretations to support decision-making processes.
Conceptualising seemingly straightforward fundamental ideas and identifying key
components of interpretations is achieved in two ways. First, through the introduction
and creation of the new concept of ‘trace-scripts’ which describe the path of traces over
space and time. This is based upon the idea developed in cognitive science of using
‘scripts’ to represent procedural knowledge (Schank, 1982). As they capture generic patterns, they can be adapted and re-applied across varying scenarios and evidence types.

4.2 trace scripts

Moreover, this allows for a systematic analysis and identification of required assumptions and/or uncertainties within these processes. The trace script is developed by making use of logical concepts of possible particle movements and empirical studies on
the behaviour of traces and their properties under different circumstances. Second, as
a consequence of such a script, and in the light of the use of trace evidence (including
associations and individualisations), by identifying the knowledge required for and inherent limitations of these interpretation methods. Key components identified through
these processes are defined and summarised in Section 4.5. In sum, the components of
this chapter and the relation to Chapter 5 are presented in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: graphical view of the sections, aims, and methods in Chapter 4 and 5.

4.2

trace scripts

In order to infer the source of traces recovered from a crime scene, an understanding
is required into the developmental and behavioural processes of traces over time, expressed in a new concept of ‘trace scripts’. Locard’s exchange principle (Locard, 1934)
and Kirk’s principle of individualisation (Kirk, 1963) are traditionally referred to (possibly in derived form) when aiming to understand the meaning of transferred traces
(Chan, Tan, and Wong, 2012; Crispino and Houck, 2016; Crispino et al., 2011). However,
rather than attributing non-observed transfers to scientific limitations such as recovery
rates and detection thresholds (meaning that the propositions are holding due to an
argument from ignorance because of the lack of evidence for the contrary proposition),
it is imperative that inferences are built upon empirical findings and substantiated theories. Recognising and elaborating on the complexity underpinning Locard’s exchange
principle, the study of evidence dynamics (Chisum and Turvey, 2000) refers to the col-
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lective effects which “add, change, relocate, obscure, contaminate, or obliterate physical
evidence, regardless of intent” (Turvey, 2011, p.266), or more generally, those that influence its division, transfer, and persistence (Inman and Rudin, 2002). This implies that
the agglomeration of particles (the sample) transferred is not necessarily the same as the
sample that persists over time (Morgan et al., 2009). Additionally, the sample collected after persistence may include irrelevant (background) particles foreign to the original sample (resulting in a mixture from different sources (Morgan and Bull, 2007a)). In contrast,
control soil samples from a crime scene, reference samples from previously established
datasets, or alibi soil samples (Fitzpatrick and Raven, 2016) (here collectively referred to
as ‘reference samples’) are assumed to not have had the transfer and persistence stages
(see Figure 4.2). There are, however, challenges with regards to taking representative
samples of a location of interest, especially when it is not very homogeneous (Pye et al.,
2006). Similarly, the level of homogeneity is also important when assessing the comparability between the collected sample and the (partial) sub-sample which is eventually
used for analysis. Furthermore, the validity of a method, expressed as degrees of accuracy (systematic error) and precision (random error) could logically impact results
and should therefore be taken into consideration, recognising that the sample is eventually characterised and compared based upon the observed value of features rather than
the true value (Christensen et al., 2014). Given these observations, interpretation can
include comparisons between traces and/or reference samples, or processes whereby
the provenance is being narrowed down (or ‘predicted’) from the general population
using any type of database. A generic trace script that incorporates these features of the
sample is presented in Figure 4.2 and the key components summarised in Table 4.1. The
subsequent sections of this chapter investigate the interpretations made from sediment
analysis further, distinguishing between the ability to differentiate locations based on
soil features (4.3) and subsequently classifying unknown (trace) samples on the basis of
the ability to differentiate between locations (4.4).

Figure 4.2: Generic trace script for the behaviour of a sample either developed as a trace or
collected as reference sample.

4.3 differentiating between reference samples based on observed features

4.3

differentiating between reference samples based on observed features

When the aim of a geo-forensic enquiry is to infer the origin of trace soil samples, there
must be some belief that a (group of) source(s) can be associated with the trace based on
some features. In addition, some belief must exist about the ability (to a certain extent)
to differentiate between reference locations based on such features. Reference locations
can vary spatially, for example based on their land-use and/or underlying bedrock
geology. Soil is a complex mixture of materials and has a wide variety of properties,
which can be understood according to the manner in which they are observed, using
(a combination of) physical and chemical analysis methods. For example, non-intrusive
methods ranging from simple microscopy to advanced electromagnetic spectroscopic
techniques (e.g. MSP, laser granulometry, ATR-FTIR, LIBS, SEM-EDX, and XRF) can be
used to analyse properties including colour (Woods et al., 2014b), particle size distribution (Chazottes, Brocard, and Peyrot, 2004), grain surface texture analysis (Bull et al.,
2006), elemental composition (Woods et al., 2014a), mineralogical content (Ruffell and
Wiltshire, 2004), radionuclide activity (Dragović and Onjia, 2006), IR absorption spectra (Suarez, Southard, and Parikh, 2015), electrical conductivity (Suarez, Southard, and
Parikh, 2015), and magnetic susceptibility (Guedes et al., 2013). Moreover, the organic
component of soil may contain forensically relevant indicators such as diatoms (Scott
et al., 2014), pollen (Mildenhall, Wiltshire, and Bryant, 2006), fungi (Hawksworth and
Wiltshire, 2011) and bacterial DNA (Quaak and Kuiper, 2011). Additionally, chemical
assessment techniques using chromatography and mass spectrometry can be used to
analyse properties including the elemental composition (Pye et al., 2006), stable isotope
ratios (Pye et al., 2006), and plant wax compounds (Mayes et al., 2009). While the term
property is used to refer to these general measurable characteristics (such as elemental
composition), property features denote the measurements taken to describe these properties (such as the mass percent of a single element). Thus, the analysis of soil samples
includes multiple properties which have, in turn, multiple features. Two aspects can be
differentiated: the nature of soil and the data that can be obtained from analysing features on the one hand (4.3.1 – 4.3.3), and the nature of interpretations and presentations
of such data on the other (4.3.4).

4.3.1 Diagnosticity of analysis and abundance of property features
With the knowledge that some loci in human DNA contain sequences which tend to differ between individuals (Jeffreys, Wilson, and Thein, 1985), it is not surprising that those
markers are used in forensic identification processes, as comparing DNA sequences
known to be the same among humans is of little individualising value. Similarly, in geoforensic investigations aiming to identify possible sample provenances, the diagnostic
value of observed features influences how meaningful the outcome is. This principle
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is highlighted in Figure 4.3. As a way of illustration, let the set L include six possible source locations. Using features of certain property A, these locations can not all
be distinguished and are therefore clustered into {1, 2, 3} and {4, 5, 6} (clustering algorithms are discussed in Section 4.4.2.). Additionally, property B can differentiate the
clusters {1, 2}, {3, 4}, {5} and {6}. By combining these, the clusters can be further fragmented: L(A,B) = {{1, 2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}}. Evidently, this example is limited to the set of
six reference locations, meaning that if other geologically similar locations are included
in L, they could be clustered with existing locations. In the practice of individualisation,
this number of other sources based on the observed features is not always considered
(Bryant and Mildenhall, 1998; Cole, 2009; Pye and Croft, 2004), resulting in the so-called
individualisation fallacy (Koehler and Saks, 2009). Moreover, in addition to considering
the between location-variation of a feature, one should also consider its within-location
variation, which could result in more overlap between locations. It follows from the example that property A is, based on these reference samples, less diagnostic (less clusters)
than property B, and, given the same amount of samples, therefore generally has more
objects (locations) within a single cluster (the features occur more often within the reference sample set). This links the case-specific diagnosticity of the analysis with the rarity
of observed features (Bull and Morgan, 2006; Bull et al., 2006; Carvalho et al., 2013).
When using such arguments to make generic statements about the diagnosticity of a
property (compared to another), assumptions must be made about the generalisation of
the reference set to the wider population. It must therefore also be accepted that the (alleged) infrequent occurrence of certain features cannot be used as proof for uniqueness
(Saks and Koehler, 2008). These concepts are summarised in Table 4.1.

Figure 4.3: Graphical representation of the effect of combining analytical methods and using
different populations in the process of clustering samples

4.3 differentiating between reference samples based on observed features

4.3.2 Independence between features
It must be understood whether there is dependency (e.g. correlation) between the observed features, both within one property (e,g. different elements in an elemental composition or multiple dimensions of colour) and across different properties. On the one
hand, this is of value when determining a methodology to gain an understanding of
the additional investigative and evaluative contributions of analyses (Cook et al., 1998b;
Stoney and Stoney, 2015). Evidently, this can vary for a feature depending upon the
geological differences between the reference samples, and the thresholds of when two
samples are considered to be ‘distinguishable’. Additionally, presenting the analyses of
two dependent features as being independent provides a misrepresented view of the
value of the interpretation. Whether two methods are dependent upon each other can
either be known from a general physical-chemical knowledge base or can be derived
from, for example, case-specific data analysis and feature-reduction methods. In relation to Figure 4.3, a sequence of dependent features could be observed when adding a
feature does not greatly increase the number of clusters, depending on the difference in
diagnosticity of the dependent features or validity of their analytical method.

4.3.3 Validity of analytical methods
A difference in the validity of the method (i.e. its systematic error and/or random error)
can also affect the way in which samples are (and can be) clustered. Firstly, the method’s
accuracy determines whether they make the ‘correct’ measurements (determined by the
true negative rate and true positive rate). High error rates would then suggest that
samples might be clustered ‘wrong’ (i.e. not the same as if this was based on the true
value). Note that this does not have to be the case if all samples happen to face the
same errors and are therefore somewhat comparable. Secondly, however, a significant
random error means that the repeatability and/or reproducibility of a method is not
very high (not consistent) between different measurements of the same sample. This
also affects the final clusters of samples, because although (some) measurements might
be very accurate, if over-all their reproducibility is not very high, one cannot rely on
the fact that if you would perform the same process on different data (or introduce a
new sample), similar clusters would result. In sum, a change in the validity suggests
that these clusters are either bigger than they theoretically should be or the samples that
have a true same source are not necessarily clustered together. Arguably, this is not only
problematic when distinguishing between reference locations, but also when aiming to
classify unknown traces (Section 4.4).
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4.3.4 Data exploration and reduction
The second part considers what can be learned from the discussed soil data with respect
to supporting its interpretation, such as different ways of data exploration, dimension
reduction, and data clustering. Given the complexity of the observed features, the data
structure could be explored further, and, if valuable, reduced to fewer dimensions by
excluding or combining features. Data reduction methods facilitate exploring the dependencies between features and highlighting the importance of certain features for
that specific context. Moreover, it can be used to assess the added value of individual
features, which has become an important part of focus within the geo-forensic sciences
(Dawson and Hillier, 2010). For example, by maximising the difference between and minimising the difference within location groups (using supervised methods such as linear
discriminant analysis (LDA)) or when aiming to achieve the greatest variance between
all samples (without considering groups of samples, using unsupervised methods such
as principle component analysis (PCA)). Given the relatively straightforward measurements in geo-forensic analyses, exploring further underlying latent factors which can be
associated with one or more features, such as can be achieved using factor analysis, is
not necessarily needed.
The extent to which locations can be differentiated based on the observations (either
the original feature values or reduced components) can be explored using clustering
methods. To ensure reproducibility and transparency of this process, it is important to
highlight the details of the clustering algorithm. If known samples (groups) are used, the
performance of the clustering algorithm can be tested. While clustering methods themselves do not aim at classifying unknown samples (see Section 4.4), nor do they test
whether there are significant differences between groups, statistical tests can be undertaken to test the hypothesis that two clusters have different means based on the feature
values. Examples include a t-test for two groups and a single variable, or its multivariate version Hotelling’s T 2 , although their results should be interpreted with care if the
dataset is relatively small, which could often be the case within soil investigations.

4.4

classifying unknown traces

An understanding about whether one can differentiate (specific) reference samples, suggests that if a trace is found, comparisons between this sample and the reference samples
can provide valuable information in an investigation. More specifically, this chapter has
so far discussed the knowledge that a soil sample consists of many (dependent) features,
which can be reduced in dimensions, and on which clustering algorithms can be applied
to understand the usefulness of these features to distinguish these specific samples. This
section aims to address the knowledge required for the ultimate aim in forensic investi-
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gations: classifying an unknown sample and thereby providing information on possible
sources of its provenance.

4.4.1 Hypotheses and the (strength of) evidence
As the observed evidence can be regarded as the consequence of some activity related
to the criminal act, the antecedents are described as hypotheses. For example, an hypotheses (H1) can be “location A is the source of the trace”, and its mutually exclusive
hypothesis H2: “another location is the source of the trace”, in what is referred to as
the classification problem (Zadora et al., 2013). While H2 is mutually exclusive and exhaustive to H1 assuming ‘another location’ is any location theoretically possible, they
are no longer exhaustive when these other locations are only those consisting of reference samples taken (see Figure 4.3). Another way of expressing these hypotheses is by
comparing specific samples in the so-called comparison problem, considering whether
the samples have ‘the same’ or ‘a different’ origin (Zadora et al., 2013). Similarly, the
evidence (observations from analyses in some form) and the diagnostic support given
to an hypothesis by such evidence (the likelihood) can be expressed in different ways.
For example, score-based methods can be used to assess the likelihood of observing
the evidence as a difference between the features in some samples if they are from the
same location versus if they are from a different location (Bolck, Ni, and Lopatka, 2014).
In contrast, feature-based methods aim at assessing the likelihood of, for example, observing the evidence given that they come from specific location A rather than from
B. Whilst the first problem requires knowledge purely on the differences or similarities
in observations from samples from similar or different sources (and is therefore quite
generic), the second problem requires an expectation about the specific feature values.
Therefore, score-based methods lose the original feature values and therefore use less information as part of the interpretation, meaning that although feature-based models are
more complex, they can be preferable in a forensic context (Bolck, Ni, and Lopatka, 2014).
However, sometimes the results are presented as comparisons, for example when suggesting ‘categories of comparability” including limited, moderate, and extremely strong
to conclusive, depending upon the degree of comparability for a (combination of) characteristic(s) (Fitzpatrick and Raven, 2016).
Assuming a feature-based method, more complexities can arise. For example, it is
known that ‘the trace’ which is collected and analysed can consist of an agglomeration
of particles from different sources (Section 4.2). If this is the case, the hypotheses change
to the hypothesis H1 and H2 presented below (Vooijs, Vergeer, and Weerd, 2015), which
increases the chance of finding a random ‘association’ between certain features of the
trace and reference location due to the increased numbers of comparisons, often referred
to as the ‘two-trace problem’ (Stoney, 1994; Vooijs, Vergeer, and Weerd, 2015). Here, the
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general term ‘association’ is used to refer to any measure used to express the extent of
similarity of samples.
H1: location A is the source of some of the soil traces
H2: other locations are the source of the soil traces
The likelihood ratio (LR) expresses the ratio of likelihood of observing the evidence (e.g.
feature values or a similarity measure) if H1 is true over H2 is true. Then, if multiple
reference samples taken for comparison (e.g. H1 changes to ‘one of the sampled locations is the source of some of the soil traces’) the chance of finding a random association
increases even further, meaning that the LR decreases (assuming independence). Moreover, an extra level of complexity is added when several of these sampled locations can
be associated with some of the traces. The new hypothesis H1 “some of the reference
materials are donors of some of the traces” then becomes more likely due to the fact
that there is more than one association. Therefore, presenting these hypotheses and being explicit about the reference population and the way in which observations are used
as evidence is an essential part of the interpretation process.

4.4.2 Classifications, exclusions, and posterior likelihoods
Thus, the value of the evidence in an investigation is very much dependent upon the
hypotheses that are put forward. The diagnostic support that the evidence (E) gives to
the hypothesis (H) after it is observed is expressed as the likelihood P(E|H), which can
be estimated directly from the specific context without needing much more information
from the knowledge base (Pearl 1988). Given two competing hypotheses H1 and H2 (for
example, those put forward by the defence and prosecution), the ratio of their initial
probabilities can be described by the prior odds. After a new item of evidence (E) becomes available (of which the evidentiary value is described by the LR), the posterior
odds can be obtained using the odds form of Bayes’ theorem as discussed in Chapter 2.
This belief updating makes intuitive sense, namely, in order to make a well-informed
inference about the belief in an hypothesis given some evidence, it would be naïve to
only consider what has been learned from observations and forget what was previously
known. The potential of using the LR in determining the value of the evidence in light
of an hypothesis has been discussed widely in the forensic literature (e.g. (Aitken and
Lucy, 2004; Champod and Taroni, 1997; Evett, 1987; Wakefield et al., 1991)). However,
real cases are comprised of a complex set of many (conditionally) dependent items of
evidence and hypotheses. Obtaining the joint distribution requires a full inference over
the entire set (Aitken and Taroni, 2004; Smit et al., 2016), which becomes unmanageable
to a forensic scientists and incomprehensible for others in the criminal justice system as
the set expands (Dawid and Evett, 1997). To overcome this problem, the potential use of
a graphical representation of such relationships in Bayesian networks (Pearl, 1988) has
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been introduced within the forensic domain (Aitken and Gammerman, 1989; Dawid and
Evett, 1997), whereby domain knowledge is used in developing the structure of a BN by
the inductive reasoning process of inferring consequences from some fixed premises in
the so-called cause-effect approach (Pearl, 1988).
Within geo-forensic investigations, the observed data is used to classify the sample
into a group of possible provenances (ideally a group that contains very little reference locations). A range of different classification methods can be applied, including
decision trees, linear classifiers, kernel estimations, and neural networks. Because such
analyses result in a posterior probability distribution over all possible sources (the prior
probability is often automatically taken as 0.5, but should be acknowledged for full
transparency), some transparent decision-making method should be applied when one
wants to draw a final conclusion as to the source of the trace (e.g. the location which has
the highest posterior odds in favour of the hypothesis that it is indeed the source).
As discussed previously, because of the nature and abundance of soil (data) it is often impossible to assess the possibility that the sample originates from, for example,
“another location than site A”. It has therefore been suggested that the principle of exclusion is a more valid method for drawing conclusions (Bull & Morgan 2006). Here,
an exclusion depicts the decision that the sample could not have come from a specific
source based upon the differences in observed features, and a ‘non-exclusion’ suggests
the decision that one is unable to differentiate a trace from (multiple) possible provenances (Bull and Morgan, 2006; Bull, Parker, and Morgan, 2006; Morgan et al., 2010; Pye
and Croft, 2004). With regards to Figure 4.3, the ‘non-exclusionary’ value can, for example, be represented in the amount of locations remaining in a cluster, once all methods
have been employed and none of the other locations in that cluster could have been
excluded based on these features.

4.5

summary of primary components

In order to use the discussions within Sections 4.2 - 4.4 as guiding principles to evaluate
and support the interpretation of (geo-)forensic traces, they have been summarised and
conceptualised into ‘components of trace evidence interpretations’, see Table 4.1. There
are four general component categories, each corresponding to different aspects of an
interpretation. The sub-components within each group should be acknowledged and
ideally significantly discussed in soil interpretations, both in terms of factors which
can influence these components as well as the way they are ultimately considered in
the final conclusion and possible decision-making steps. This framework now allows
for a coherent and structural investigation and evaluation of the transparency, validity,
and robustness of current interpretations. The result of this for interpretations within
published soil studies is presented in Chapter 5.
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Table 4.1: Key components which have been identified throughout this chapter which have to be
discussed, understood, and/or made transparent as part of the interpretation of (soil
as) trace evidence.

A.

B.

C.

D.

4.6

Components of trace evidence interpretations
Comparability of features between a collected reference sample and its trace
A1 Selective transfer of the trace
A2 Selective persistence of the trace
A3 Representativeness of the collected trace sample to the persisted trace
A4 Representativeness of the collected reference samples to the referenced site
Validity of analytical method with respect to the collected sample
B1 Representativeness of the analyzed sample to the collected and/or original sample
B2 Validity of the analytical method and observed features
Diagnosticity of observed features
C1 Independence between features (within and between properties)
C2 (Added) value of features
C3 Population frequencies of individual and combined features
Method of interpretation
D1 Use and presentation of competing hypotheses
D2 Details of classification and/or clustering algorithm
D3 Use of individual and/or combined properties
D4 Likelihoods estimations
D5 Assumptions in decision-making process

conclusion

This chapter has shown the value of describing the logical sequence of events of trace
evidence in a framework, referred to as a ‘trace script’. The trace script developed in this
chapter is based upon the current understanding of the behaviour of traces as causal
relationships that follow from the results of empirical studies. Although the (forensic)
knowledge base of these relationships and influencing factors is growing over time,
knowledge concerning causal relationships can be applied across evidence types and between different phases within the same transcript. Generically developed, these frameworks can be applied to the interpretation of specific trace evidence types or individual
cases. This fits in with the idea of using idioms which have previously been introduced
in the context of Bayesian networks (Lagnado, Fenton, and Neil, 2013). Following these
trace scripts, this chapter has shown the possibility of structurally identifying key components, breaking down (the evaluation of) interpretations into smaller sections which
can be studied for each subject individually and subsequently evaluated across all case
studies combined. Although the interpretations in the study subjects cannot be affected
by the present research design, questions can be raised on the representativeness of
the interpretation methods used in the published studies as compared to actual practice
and detailed expert statements. Nevertheless, the findings presented in this chapter highlight the consequences of not adequately addressing key components to the strength of
interpretations and the ability of making informed decisions. Moreover, such a frame-

4.6 conclusion

work allows for organising the current knowledge base (and its gaps) and to highlight
challenges within current practice. This can subsequently be used to efficiently and effectively express the belief in hypotheses using holistic methods of interpretation such
as Bayesian networks, by highlighting aspects which require special attention and to
support developing the network structure and the extent to which the observation of
evidence impacts the belief in key hypotheses.
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E VA L U AT I N G C U R R E N T I N T E R P R E TAT I O N S O F S O I L E V I D E N C E

5.1

introduction

While a range of uncertainties have to be considered for all trace evidence types during
the interpretation process, the use of soil as evidence faces many of these to a significant extent, such as contamination and/or the presence of mixtures affecting features
of a sample (Morgan et al., 2006; Wilks, Morgan, and Rose, 2017) and the abundance
and variation of the complex set of soil features in a population (Ruffell and Sandiford,
2011). Therefore, forensic geoscience requires the adoption of fundamental philosophical
and methodological principles from the classic geoscience field, including the exclusion
of samples, the rarity and independence of features, and the nature of the analytical
method (Morgan and Bull, 2007a). Moreover, deciding upon analytical and interpretative methods often depends to a great extent on the availability and opinions of an
expert (Morgan and Bull, 2007b), suggesting that interpretations face a combination of
explicit and tacit information, whereby beliefs in hypotheses are situational and depend
on the information available to an expert at that moment (Lindley, 2014). Ultimately,
the complexities underlying soil evidence in the light of future directions on combined
approaches (Dawson and Hillier, 2010) and statistical analyses (Aitken, 2009) suggest
that soil evidence could greatly benefit not only from best procedure from collection to
analysis (see for example (Fitzpatrick and Raven, 2016)), but also from approaches to
increase transparency and robustness when drawing inferences (Robertson, 2009), and,
ultimately, best practices to evaluate those inferences.
Following the idealistic and theoretical bottom-up approach from Chapter 4, a range
of empirical studies presenting soil as evidence is used to investigate the extent to which
these key components are being addressed in published studies within this field. The
aim of the top-down approach is meta-synthetical in nature: rather than increase certainty by combining findings of cause-effect studies, it aims to understand and explain
phenomena (Walsh, 2005) and gain insights beyond the primary findings of those individual studies (Hoon, 2013). Such an analysis lies between a literature analysis and
a meta-analysis combining the primary empirical findings, and is more qualitative in
nature. It includes, after a framing of the research question, an identification and filtering of research studies, an extraction of the data, an analysis on a case-specific level, a
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synthesis between-studies, and theory development and discussion (Hoon, 2013).
More specifically, the aim of this chapter is to apply the framework developed in
Chapter 4 (see Table 4.1) in order to gain an understanding into the interpretation of
soil as evidence. More specifically, it aims to evaluate the way in which geo-forensic
evidence is currently interpreted in the light of the primary concepts, using a metasynthetic approach on a set of empirical studies as case examples. The aim here is not
to criticise these studies, but to use them to identify challenges and limitations (which
could be) faced in these interpretations more generally.

5.2

methods and materials

The data used in the present study consist of published studies because of their often
detailed information and availability. Whilst they do not necessarily reflect the use of
soil as evidence in criminal investigations more generally, these papers do often discuss
real cases the authors have worked on, and it is assumed that the analysis- and interpretation methods can and are being employed in other contexts. This study therefore faces
less limitations usually seen when using case studies, such as the limited possibility of
generalising findings (Blaikie, 2010). The first set of research studies were selected from
the first 200 ‘most-relevant’ references in English of ‘forensic’ and ‘soil’ search results
in Google Scholar, adding relevant papers that these studies cited as well as papers in
which they were cited. Due to the complexity of soil and its wide range of measurable characteristics (hereafter called properties), the decision was made to only include
studies that employ more than two properties, excluding those that did not include
(any of the) more commonly used such as colour, particle size distribution, elemental
composition, and mineralogy. Source provenances include references samples collected
specifically for the purpose of the case or can be generic locations based on a number of
factors such as flora and fauna, underlying bedrock geology, or land use. The unknown
samples can include both the reference samples of unknown locations (and therefore
skip transfer and persistence stages, see Figure 4.2), or can be actual trace samples. Depending on the type of samples used and number of (sub-) analyses performed, a range
of information can be obtained from these studies, which are highlighted in Table 5.1.
The analysis of this data consists of an identification of noticeable challenges, inconsistencies, and/or positive observations within each case study and for each component
group defined in Chapter 4. These observations are subsequently discussed for each
component group across all studies and within the wider scope of the forensic science
discipline moving forward.

5.3 results

Table 5.1: Overview of the different type of aims of a study depending on their samples used.
Single location sample
Multiple location samples

5.3

No trace samples
Method validity
Method validity
Diagnosticity of features

Trace samples
Method validity
Evidence dynamics
Method validity
Evidence dynamics
Diagnosticity of features

results

The type of reference and trace samples were identified for each of the 19 case studies
and can be found in Table 5.2, together with the soil properties which were analysed
and information on whether it involved a real criminal case. For each individual study,
each of the sub-components for each general component group (A through D) were
studied. Noteworthy points were made on positive observations, acknowledgements
and discussions of these components within each paper (the black boxes) as well as
noteworthy points on aspects within interpretations which were not addressed fully,
transparently, coherently, or in any other way to the extent possible (the white boxes).
Table 5.2 provides an overview of these results, and these observations are discussed
in more detail within each paper and across all papers for each component group in
sections 5.4 through 5.7.

5.4

comparability of features between a collected reference sample
and its origin (a)

While some studies in Table 5.2 only include reference samples (Guedes et al., 2011;
Suarez, Southard, and Parikh, 2015), and therefore do not consider the transfer and
persistence stages, reference samples have been used to depict questioned samples as
‘blind locations’ (Bonetti and Quarino, 2014). Vice versa, trace samples have been interpreted as general reference samples (and therefore do not explicitly consider the effects
of transfer and persistence discussed in Figure 4.2) (Woods et al., 2016). This could have
implications on the decision presented in the paper that “neither of these scenes could
have been the source” based on the observation that features “could be differentiated”
(Woods et al., 2016, p.51), as the possible role of transfer and persistence on these differences are not considered. In the case where trace to scene discrimination is not possible,
it could be of interest to study the trace to trace discrimination, in order to understand
the extent to which those would be clustered into different or similar sources. Supporting the idea that more focus should be laid on addressing activity level propositions,
Murray et al. (2016) consider the transfer pattern of soil, including the change in features within this pattern. Although not necessarily aiming to classify the trace samples
back to a specific source, they do highlight the importance of ‘selective’ transfer for a
range of features under different conditions. Other cases in Table 5.2, although being
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or a better interpretation could have been made given the context and data.

combined. Where a filled box suggests that key components have been thoroughly discussed, an empty box suggest that more could have been done

(OM, not included in IR). Some papers use additional ones not shown. Where multiple case studies were used in a paper, all noticeable points are

including colour (C), particle size distribution (PSD), IR spectra (IR), mineralogy (Min), other chemical compositions (CC), pH, and organic matter

Table 5.2: Overview of observations for each component group from the used case studies. Whether some of the key properties have been used are highlighted,
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5.4 comparability of features

the results of mimicked scenarios, specifically consider the effects of primary and even
secondary transfer for the comparability of features, acknowledging their importance in
the seek-and-find process (Wilks, Morgan, and Rose, 2017). Another approach to this
issue is highlighting the assumptions with regards to the decision that selective transfer and persistence were not considered to be a major issue for the comparison process
(Ruffell and Sandiford, 2011). Moreover, the comparability of samples can be considered
inexplicitly, for example when a trace is only compared with a certain fraction of the site
sample (Fitzpatrick, Raven, and Forrester, 2009). This, however, would have required the
assumption that these fractions are more comparable after transfer, which was made
more clear by others (Lombardi, 2009).
In some of the examples in the various cases discussed by Petraco et al. (2008), generic
‘significant differences’ for the reader to observe resulted in samples being excluded
from a specific source. However, ‘differences’ in another example (although not ‘significant’ and within a context where it is suggested that more movements (i.e. evidence
dynamics) took place) are suggested to be ‘easily accounted for’ due to such transfer
and persistence affecting the features. Although generically understandable from the
wording and case examples, what is unclear is where, for example, boundaries are between ‘significant’ and simply ‘different’, and when the case circumstances allow one to
conclude that transfer and persistence could be an explanation. This is not to say that
such arguments are easy to conceptualise, but at least these cases could be compared
relatively to one another and their contexts (e.g. which features, difference in time, type
of activity, et cetera), in order to place future observations on this scale.
With regards to the sampling strategy utilised in each study, the effect of the different
approaches on the interpretation should be made clear. For example, taking the reference samples as multiple samples within a single location (Bonetti and Quarino, 2014;
Woods et al., 2016) has the advantage of the ability to account for both within- and between site variabilities. Samples have also been taken at different depths at the same
location to account for such variabilities (Melo et al., 2008; Morgan et al., 2006). Other
cases in Table 5.2 show the added value of taking more samples within a grid to obtain
the most optimal approximation of the mean value for the entire area (Pye et al., 2006).
Although valuable for improving the collection process, the variability of soil makes it
challenging to generalise and directly apply the most optimal approach in one case to
others. Additionally, the effects of not being transparent about the sampling method has
been made clear by Bonetti and Quarino (2014), showing that the results of the classification of the unknown samples in the blind study (using hold-one-out cross validation)
varies depending on the distance between sample sites as well as, logically, how many
other reference samples were considered as possibilities and how similar they were to
the ‘correct’ location.
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5.5

validity of analytical method with respect to the collected sample (b)

The second group in the interpretation framework (Table 4.1) includes both the representativeness of the analysed sample with respect to the collected sample as well as the
validity of the analytical method. As there is general consensus about the validity of the
most commonly used methods to analyse the features of a soil sample, the testing of
method validity (i.e. systematic and random errors) is not always explicitly discussed
in the trace-location association studies in Table 5.2. However, to avoid issues with the
reproducibility of the analytical method itself, some studies highlight the procedures in
detail (Fitzpatrick and Raven, 2012; Melo et al., 2008). Other studies which use known
samples include blind trials to specifically test the validity of the method or protocol
used (Bonetti and Quarino, 2014; Woods et al., 2016). However, if the samples used in
the blind study were taken from a database rather than the collected samples (Woods
et al., 2016), assumptions must be made about the comparability of the validity of the
methods of the case study samples and database samples.
Similar to where the sampling strategy for the collection of reference samples in an
area or on an object should consider the homogeneity of the area (e.g. a crime scene), the
same should be the case when taking sub-samples of the collected sample for analysis.
Taking such sub-samples and analysing each multiple times make it possible to argue
about the validity of both the homogeneity of the collected sample as well as the validity of the analytical method (Pye et al., 2006). Moreover, where a sample consists of a
mixture of different sources (either because it is a mixed trace or because the reference
sample is a mixture of multiple samples), depending on the properties used, it must
rightly be acknowledged that the analytical results could only support exclusionary decisions (Morgan et al., 2006).

5.6

diagnosticity of observed features (c)

Once samples are collected and different analytical methods are employed to identify
feature values, different ways of combining these parallel lines of evidence have been
used. In many of the studies in Table 5.2, the properties are interpreted individually
(for example, using a clustering method) and only collectively discussed afterwards.
However, where, for example, Petraco et al. (2008) discuss different properties arguing
their conclusion is “clearly shown”, it is suggested that the individual properties add
independent weight to the conclusion, although no arguments have been made about
their dependencies. Similarly, where data is available and detailed interpretations are
made on individual features (Woods et al., 2016), no attempts have been made to study
the dependency between these features, which would clarify the strength of the final
interpretation, rather than assuming their independence. Although in other cases clear

5.6 diagnosticity of observed features

remarks are made that the variables involved were not dependent upon each other,
clearly adding weight to the observation of similarity (Morgan et al., 2006), this argument would have been strengthened by highlighting how to study correlations between
features based on the available data(bases). In cases where PCA and LDA spaces are
used to classify the samples (Bonetti and Quarino, 2014), although not required for the
purpose of the study, more insights could have been gained on the relationship between
the features from these components.
Studying the dependency between features is closely related to the idea of studying
the added value of individual features for, for example, the purpose of distinguishing
locations. With an increase in features and ability to study (the abundance of) these features, deciding upon the most optimal sequence of analyses is becoming more important
to advance the field and its use in investigations. Such information gain can be presented
more generically, for example by presenting the possibilities of determining very generic
geographic origins and the value of performing additional analyses in narrowing down
such origins in a seek-and-find investigation (Wilks, Morgan, and Rose, 2017). This is
studied more specifically in other cases in Table 5.2, from the added value of individual
features after LDA, based on error rates gained through hold-one-out validation (Bonetti
and Quarino, 2014), or by using the loadings following PCA to highlight the most important features to distinguish locations (Melo et al., 2008). Moreover, the diagnosticity
of features when studying small scale spatial variability of individual features within a
property (e.g. a single element) or combined features across properties has been highlighted from the coefficient of variation (Pye et al., 2006). It must be highlighted that in
these cases, deciding upon the features with the highest diagnosticity depends on the
hypotheses (Section 5.7). Stating the details of these analyses can avoid tunnel-vision,
whereby, for example, selected features based on differentiating locations A and B are
readily applied when a possible source C is added. More transparency in the analysis
can also avoid the possibility to ‘direct’ the source of the trace towards a certain location
simply by selecting some ‘favourable’ characteristics.
As argued in Chapter 4, one of the key parts in the interpretation process is acknowledging the population frequencies of observed features, whereby the definition
(and size) of this population also depends on the defined hypotheses. For example,
Gradusova and Nesterina (2009) rightly acknowledge that their comparison only includes the reference samples taken, and highlight the possibility that the sample originated from somewhere else not part of the chosen population (see Figure 4.3). However,
no other information is given about these possible other sources, and while this is difficult to put into context as these locations are not specifically studied, these findings can
be made more clear by highlighting specific hypotheses studied and, for example, transparent estimations of a (specific) wider population. When larger datasets are used as
comparison, the value has been shown of not just looking at the population frequencies
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of features (e.g. the presence of a group type of surface textures), but also, and crucially
in this case, the population frequencies of a combined groups (Morgan et al., 2006). Additionally, where no specific reference samples are taken, generalised soil maps can be
used to narrow the origin down to a generic area, to subsequently gather intelligence or
take specific samples for comparison (Fitzpatrick and Raven, 2012; Ruffell and Dawson,
2009).

5.7

interpretation of observed features (trace sample and reference
location sample) (d)

5.7.1 Clustering and classifications
As mentioned when discussing feature dependencies, many studies use the properties
as parallel lines of evidence which only converge when drawing conclusions. While in
some cases bringing these lines of evidence together in the initial interpretation stage
is less obvious as no specific (numerical) results are presented for individual properties
or features (Fitzpatrick and Raven, 2012), others could have achieved this as detailed
individual results are available and can be normalised (Bull, Parker, and Morgan, 2006).
Where combining the features of different properties, methods including hierarchical
cluster analysis were used (Guedes et al., 2011). However, no within-site samples are
included in the analysis, although they would have provided a stronger argument when
differentiate these locations more generally, rather than attributing this difference to
generic variability between samples, even on a small scale.
In many cases, the results of the PCA were directly used to draw conclusions about
the level of separation between locations or populations, for example by arguing that
“a clear separation was found” between populations (Pye et al., 2006) or by highlighting clusters which emerged (Melo et al., 2008). The matrix and PCA plots of Woods et
al. (2016) explicitly base the separation of samples on comparing the intra- and intersite variation of features to argue about the extent to which samples (locations) can be
“clearly differentiated” and whether traces are “outside the scene variability” of a location, providing clusters within these samples. In all these cases, however, it has not
been made clear what clustering algorithm (if any) was used. Suarez et al. (2015) also
depicted the results as a matrix plot, stating the observation of some visual observations
with regards to separation based on location type. However, visual observations without any thresholds or a lack in presenting clustering details make reproducing these
findings and comparing these with the effects of other clustering methods not possible.
Other cases have used both PCA and LDA to interpret the feature values (Bonetti and
Quarino, 2014). However, the difference in results between these interpretations is not
discussed in the light of the different supervisory nature of the methods (i.e. LDA often
results in better differentiation between groups because it takes into consideration group
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labels). Lastly, hypothesis testing (such as a t-test) has also been used to assess the differences between groups (Pye et al., 2006; Suarez, Southard, and Parikh, 2015). Although
this will indicate a difference between mean values, it does not necessarily provide information about how different the groups are, which would be desirable when aiming
to classify unknown samples.
In terms of such classifications, Bonetti and Quarino (2014) acknowledge that considering the unknown sample as a separate ‘group’ in the LDA rather than applying
the transformation on the unknown sample at a later stage is a conservative approach.
Whilst they use transparent distance measures as part of their classification, their arguments are also based on the very less-transparent visual method (Bonetti and Quarino,
2014). In contrast, Suarez et al. (2015) use PCA to provide visual ‘signs of separation’,
and LDA to achieve a more detailed analysis, including the level of none to some misclassifications (possible due to using known samples), although it is not clear whether
they, for example, used a leave-one-out method. Others have used the discriminating
power to study the samples, evaluating the number of sample pairs which can be discriminated relative to all pairs compared (Smalldon and Moffat, 1973). However, to understand those results in context, for example when obtaining a different result from
pairwise comparisons and clustering algorithms (Woods et al., 2014a), information must
be given about the details of such methods and thereby the reason why these differences
are shown in the interpretation.

5.7.2 Hypotheses
When presenting the results of ‘correct’ clusters or the classification of unknown samples,
it must be highlighted that these are highly dependent upon the reference samples
which are used, meaning that adding samples from other locations might change these
results. It is therefore of key importance that the populations studied, and thereby the
hypotheses examined are made clear. For example, Ruffell and Sandiford (2011) use
soil as an additional item of evidence to “exclude or compare” traces on a victim to a
possible crime scene. Although very few reference sites are used, it is made clear that
traces were of “visually and mineralogically comparable makeup” to one of the locations,
“to the exclusion of” comparison locations, including considering the possibility that
the trace profile can be “coincidentally comparable” to unknown locations (Ruffell and
Sandiford, 2011). It can also be the case that rather than attributing a specific origin to
the samples, it is, for example, evaluated whether samples have come from similar or
different (unknown) locations (Petraco, Kubic, and Petraco, 2008). Lastly, when studying
significant differences between traces and their known origin (Croft and Pye, 2004b), the
results would have more impact when also comparing the traces to other locations of
which data is known. This need would have been more apparent if a clear presentation
of the competing hypotheses was given.
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5.7.3 Conclusions and decisions
A range of conclusion types are used to summarize the results of the interpretation of
findings. For example, based on the consistency in the makeup of the samples, the sample “could have originated from” the source, whereas other reference samples were dissimilar to the questioned sample (Petraco, Kubic, and Petraco, 2008). Another example
in the same study uses the terminology to “associate between” samples, suggesting that
these arguments are presented as being different ‘levels’ of non-exclusions. Although it
is unclear whether the subsequent statements made on the source of questioned samples
involved more analyses, in any case, arguments about the association between samples
requires more details about which samples were included in the comparison. Other conclusions are based upon significant similarities between samples, which were shown to
be rare from a database in one instance and from extensive experience in another (Morgan et al., 2006). Moreover, Morgan et al. (2006) highlight the amount of data required
to draw conclusions, also acknowledged by others, clarifying that “sufficient” data was
acquired to be able to determine if they “compare” or “do not compare” (Fitzpatrick,
Raven, and Forrester, 2009).
Following the observation of sample clusters, many conclusions were subsequently
drawn without acknowledging that, because of the presence of uncertainties, this involved a decision-making step. For example, in Woods et al. (2016) the specific decision of the source location directly follows the dissimilarity-observation. This decision
is therefore based upon the assumption that the sample came from one of the sampled
sites. Additionally, in some cases it can be derived from the text what the decisionmaking steps (deciding upon the source of a sample) are based upon (e.g. the smallest
Mahalanobis distance), the fact that a visual comparison was additionally used to come
to the decision was not explained in the same way (Bonetti and Quarino, 2014). Much
can also be learned from the way in which Gradusova and Nesterina (2009) draw conclusions for their different cases. For example, in the first case, it is argued that the trace
soil samples were “with a very high degree of probability, from the place under the particular window in question, or from another place with soil that had the same features”,
without giving any indication on such other places in the chosen population. Additionally, the terminology between the given examples are different, including statements
such as “to a high degree of probability” and “to a high degree of certainty” (Gradusova
and Nesterina, 2009), which challenging to compare if no context is provided. Others
have also use probabilistic statements, such as arguing that “the soil from the shoe most
likely sourced from” the sampled site based on a high degree of similarity between
the samples (Fitzpatrick, Raven, and Forrester, 2009) and similar arguments (Fitzpatrick
and Raven, 2012). However, there was little clarity about the alternative hypothesis (e.g.
whether it most likely sourced from site A rather than that it did not source from site
A, or that it most likely sourced from site A as compared to site B). In addition, these
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statement suggest the presence of the prosecutor‘s fallacy, expressing the posterior probability as the likelihood ratio based on the evidence of similarities, without considering
the prior probability. More bold statements have been discussed (Petraco, Kubic, and
Petraco, 2008), whereby the expert concluded and testified in the case that, in his opinion, the traces were obtained from a specific location. It must be understood from the
discussion in this paper that such statements are often beyond what can be known and
should be accompanied by the limitations they face.

5.8

discussion and conclusion

It follows from the results in this chapter that the challenges specifically within interpreting soil as evidence arise in a) utilising the most suitable data analytical methods to soil
evidence and b) being robust and transparent on the meaning of analyses in empirical
studies and criminal cases. More specifically, this chapter has identified several main
issues. First of all, although the idea of evidence dynamics (such as transfer and persistence) is often being acknowledged, many of the cases studied address these factors
simply by stating assumptions, either that their effect can be diminished or that their
influence can explain the observed differences. Not only should thresholds be given
of where the boundaries are between these stages, or at least a justification for these
choices, but they should also be supported by empirical arguments. Moreover, where
the case context has been shown to be of value for such arguments (Morgan and Bull,
2007c), discussions and investigations into decision-making processes are needed within
soil analysis given the effects of contextual information in analyses and interpretations
in other forensic fields (Nakhaeizadeh, Dror, and Morgan, 2014; Osborne, Taylor, and
Zajac, 2016).
To achieve the goal of making more evidence-based interpretations, the present and
future data and knowledge from case-based inferences and empirical studies should
effectively and efficiently be grouped into knowledge frameworks. It is therefore the
responsibility for authors and experts to design experiments and present findings in
ways to utilise these as best as possible. For example, where Croft and Pye (2004) determine instrument validity through the coefficient of variation (CV) within a group
of several sub-samples each tested several times, it does not become clear whether the
difference can be attributed to sample homogeneity (B1) or analytical method validity
(B2). By comparing the CV between soils from different locations, however, arguments
can be made about their differences in homogeneity, although assuming similar method
validity (Croft and Pye, 2004a). Similarly, repeat analyses on the same partition of a
sample (Guedes et al., 2009) can provide knowledge on method validity rather than its
homogeneity. It also follows from these findings that crucial details and assumptions
of interpretations are often lacking, whereby such unclarities could result in presenting
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biased outcomes.
With a growth in the use of analytical methods (and thereby analytical data), and innovative methods such as bacterial DNA (Concheri et al., 2011), understanding the ways
in which data can be combined, including the meaning of results and their limitations,
are becoming increasingly more important. It can be concluded from this chapter that
authors are not always being transparent on the clustering and classification methods,
despite this being necessary to make interpretations comparable, reproducible, and justifiable. Additionally, it follows from these results that the independence between features
(or properties more generally) is either simply assumed or not explicitly discussed, despite it often being possible given the amount and type of data. This is especially important within using soil as evidence due to the need for combining multiple properties and
their contribution to the value of a comparison. For example, Morgan et al. (2006) discuss
the idea that the combination of methods used were not able to exclude two samples
(of which some individual properties were argued to be rare, or where some features
were observed to be so different), making the argument that it was ‘extremely unlikely’
that they came from the same source. This suggests that there is some scale on which
to place these observations, including thresholds between (levels within) exclusions and
non-exclusions. Where attempts have been made to highlight categories of comparability based on various soil properties (such as ‘none’, ‘moderate’ and ‘extremely strong to
conclusive’) (Fitzpatrick and Raven, 2016), these categories of comparisons which mostly
rely upon the analytical findings still require the need to highlight the hypotheses which
were compared and thereby other limitations which are part of the complete interpretation. Similarly, although the need to use reference samples is generally well addressed,
the extent to which these arguments are reflected in established and clear hypotheses
is often lacking. Lastly, in addition to providing a belief in an hypothesis, some authors have presented cases where additional subsequent decisions were made about the
source of a sample, although information is lacking about the decision-making method,
including assumptions on the prior belief and the fact that there is no other evidence.

CHAPTER VI

DISCUSSION

All models are wrong, but some are useful
(Box and Draper, 1987, p.424)

The key aim of this thesis was to establish the nature and significance of some misinterpretations within the forensic reconstructions. Crucially, this includes the extent
to which the expression of situational beliefs resulted in a misrepresentation of reality
which could have been minimised at the time. Where it can be argued that all representations of reality are models which may never encapsulate the full complexity of the
real world situation, it does not mean that they cannot adequately and reliably serve the
purpose of reconstructions. A significant part of this is to understand and get a clearer
idea of why making and communicating valid interpretations within various scientific
domains can be such a challenge. Four studies were undertaken to provide an answer to
these questions, which include a broadly theoretical approach (Chapter 2), an approach
from legal practice (Chapter 3) and an approach from the practice by forensic scientists
(Chapter 4 and 5). The following questions were addressed in each chapter respectively:
• How does the theoretical framework in which the forensic sciences operate create
drawbacks and opportunities in making and communicating valid interpretations?
• To what extent can the misinterpretation of evidence be studied from published
appeal court judgments, and if sufficient, what are the reasons for misleading
evidence posed in these cases?
• To what extent can normative frameworks be developed to evaluate the arguments
and beliefs expressed by forensic scientists in current practice and what are the
limitations of taking such approaches?
• How is geo-forensic data currently being interpreted by forensic scientists, and is
this living up to current scientific, logical, and legal standards?
Four cross cutting and hierarchical themes have emerged from the findings of these
studies, as presented in Figure 6.1. At the top, this includes the descriptive aspects
of understanding the nature of misleading evidence (6.1), which is directly based and
dependent upon the methods applied to obtaining these results (6.2). Recognising the
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importance of avoiding such misinterpretations, the third and fourth themes include
the more normative approaches of how justified reconstructions can be achieved (6.3)
and the ways in which the domain can look forward to the future (6.4). Each theme
is outlined and discussed from specific findings to general implications, including the
observations and arguments following the results in this thesis, how this fits in with
current theories, and why this is (or is not) important and has implications in practice.

Figure 6.1: Schematic overview of the four themes which follow from the thesis

6.1

the misinterpretation of forensic evidence is happening on a considerable, unacceptable, and unnecessary scale.

It follows from the analysis of legal documents and scientific observations (Chapters
3 and 5 respectively) that the reasons as to why forensic evidence has been misinterpreted are diverse. From a legal context, the most prevalent issues have in the present
study been shown to be the direction of the judge (26%), the decisions by the jury (8%),
or procedural errors (3%). However, the majority of issues found (36%) are related to
the misleading nature of the forensic evidence itself as presented to the court. These
instances include misinterpretations or misrepresentations of the probative value, relevance, or validity of evidence. The results from Chapter 5 provide more insights in
the nature of the reasoning processes and arguments by forensic scientists, using the
complex interpretations of geo-forensic evidence as an example. The results show that
uncertainties caused by the nature of the analytical method, a lack of population knowledge on soil features, or from the ability to understand effects of evidence dynamics,
are often acknowledged. Despite this knowledge, when it comes to the final steps of
interpreting feature values in practice, the results show that the possible effect of these
uncertainties have not always been considered when expressing the strength of the evi-
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dence or belief in an hypothesis. More specifically, issues have been observed regarding
the independence between analytical techniques, the application of statistical tools, and
the presence of unsupported decisions of individualisations.
Moreover, it was found that many of the cases were overturned without the presence
of any new evidence, suggesting that this could have been avoided in the trial. While
this might sometimes be the case in theory, this does not mean it would have surfaced
in practice. This could be more problematic in jurisdictions where, for example, there is
a lack of clarity as to who should question the validity of the evidence (Vuille, 2013) and
whether there is more than one expert involved (Roach, 2010). Nevertheless, the findings
highlight for the first time from an empirical systematic study that there may well be
more widespread issues than those found from post-conviction DNA-testing (Garrett
and Neufeld, 2009).
The results from Chapters 3 and 5 therefore also provide some support for the theory
that the presence of misinterpreted evidence is more prevalent than currently explicitly
known. This is dependent upon the definition of the over-arching term of a ‘misinterpretation’. Where Chapter 3 considers this issue from the perspective of whether or not
a different presentation could have influenced the decision of the Trier-of-fact (Criminal Appeal Act 1995), Chapter 5 has argued for the need for valid interpretations that
are independent from whether it is known that it led to unjustified legal outcomes. Observations from the court judgments (Chapter 3) highlight that Appeal Court judges
acknowledge the presence of such misinterpretations (by an individual in any role), despite it not leading to a successful appeal. The importance for recognising this is the
consideration of the context of the case - where in other circumstances - these could perhaps lead to unjustified outcomes. Nevertheless, it is possible to argue that the number
of occurrences of misinterpreted evidence in cases, even on a relative note, is reason for
concern given the potential impact in casework.
Moreover, the results presented in Chapter 3 where, in the majority of cases, there was
no new evidence, would be very relevant to other jurisdictions where new information
is one of the requirements to start an appeal (Broeders, 2018). Moreover, this has wider
implications than just the conviction of innocent people. Namely, the dissemination of
knowledge which have not undergone sufficient scientific scrutiny. This is especially important given, for example, recommendations to make publicly funded research Open
Access (European Commission, 2018), and thereby increasing the need to be clear on
findings given the often less scientifically trained audience. Nevertheless, forensic science requires adequate methods to identify these misinterpretations.
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6.2

forensic science requires normative frameworks to evaluate and
understand the extent and nature of misinterpretations

In addition to solely focussing on the outcomes of research, the results also provide some
food for thought on the development of methods to evaluate misinterpretations. Where
research in the past on misleading evidence in relation to wrongful convictions has
mainly focussed on individual high-profile cases such as the IRA-bombings (Roach and
Trotter, 2005) and the previously mentioned post-conviction DNA-exonerations, they
would not have been sufficient to grasp the breadth of the results found in Chapter 3.
This is not to say that the results from this thesis are sufficient, but an important consideration in developing the methods in Chapters 3 and 4 was its sustainability and
comprehensiveness. In addition to performing targeted misinterpretation studies, population studies on misinterpretations are routinely needed.
In a similar manner to the need to develop normative benchmark in legal decisionmaking (Mitchell, 2010), benchmarks should also be developed for the scientific domain
based upon scientific findings and valid arguments as argued in Chapter 2. The two
frameworks to evaluate interpretations discussed in this thesis (Section 3.2 and Chapter 4) use different approaches to evaluate evidence interpretations. Table 6.1 highlights
the differences in nature of these methods. Moreover, where the benchmarks within
the legal domain are generally established (although being relatively broad), evaluating the scientific observations required the establishment of a clear and coherent set of
key components. This has been achieved in the study in Chapter 4. Clarifying the difference between the two steps (establishing normative benchmarks and using those to
evaluate findings from descriptive methods), allows a transparent understanding as to
why these decisions were made. Moreover, the wide range of procedures highlighted
in Chapter 4 to interpret geo-forensic observations suggests that these benchmarks are
perhaps not well established enough within the forensic domain. Additionally, it offers
an understanding of the consequences if certain normative benchmarks would change
(for example if new knowledge became available).
One of the places where the legal and the scientific domains meet is that they both require the need for a great deal of human decision-making. Where this has been the topic
of interest in the legal domain, such as in juror decision-making (Pennington and Hastie,
1992), it has only been more recently that the study of human reasoning has made its
way into the mainstream forensic science research agenda (Dror, Charlton, and Péron,
2006). This is just one of the examples which form the complete breadth of what evaluative studies should encompass. More generally, the framework of normative approaches
to studying evaluations requires a conjunction between understanding scientific and legal arguments. It is often the case, namely, that published appeal court judgments do
not provide enough insight in the exact reasoning of an expert. Similarly, it cannot be

6.3 requirements of making valid forensic interpretations

Table 6.1: Comparison between methods of evaluating interpretations within court judgments
(Chapter 3) and published literature (Chapter 4 and 5)

Nature of analysis
Benchmarks to iden-

Appeal court judgments
Top-down (descriptive)
Ruling by Appeal Court

Published literature
Bottom-up (normative)
Establish key compo-

tify possible issues

judge on safeness convic-

nents of robust interpre-

Identification of mis-

tion
Describe using a coding

tations (C4)
Identify missing compo-

interpretations

tree (C3)

nents from established
list (C5)

assumed (as shown in Chapter 3) that valid scientific statements are appropriately used
in court. The importance of evaluating scientific arguments has been recognised further
after the expression of governmental concerns (National Research Council, 2009; The
Law Commission, 2011), with a wide array of studies now continuously being applied
to forensic practice. What should be remembered is that these evaluations, such as the
observations of crime scene examiners (Eeden et al., 2018) or the integration of blind testing programmes in mainstream examinations (Kerkhoff et al., 2015) require transparent
and pre-established normative benchmarks.
Where such frameworks do not only provide information on where interpretations are
lacking (i.e. not living up to the normative benchmarks), it can also provide thoughts
on what ‘good’ interpretations are. It can therefore, in turn, be used to update these
and open up avenues for new research. Ideally, however, such evaluations would not be
necessary and it is important to consider the requirements of what would be needed to
achieve this.

6.3

forensic interpretations should follow methods from outside of
the domain

The general aim of conducting any investigation is to express a belief in an hypothesis.
In other words, it aims at collecting information in order to minimise the uncertainties
surrounding initial beliefs in, ideally, two competing hypotheses (Lindley, 1977). Sections 6.1 and 6.2 have outlined that this process can result in misleading interpretations
on a considerable scale. Moreover, the results from this thesis more generally have highlighted that these are either caused by an invalid set of premises (Chapter 2) or by
questionable arguments from such premises (Chapters 3 and 5). Understanding what
is needed, then, for avoiding these issues in practice and making justifiable arguments
from the beginning, requires an understanding as to where these issues originate from.
For example, a deliberate ignorance towards known uncertainties can be caused by a
felt pressure to provide meaningful answers (Aitken and Taroni, 2004; Cole, 2013) or
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by deliberate data manipulations (The Guardian, 2017b) or officer misconduct (Collins
and Jarvis, 2009). As these are not necessarily directly related to scientific practice, the
major challenge lies with those cases where there is a genuine lack of recognising what
contains a valid interpretation.
In order to achieve valid interpretations from the outset it is crucial that researchlogic- and reasoning approaches are applied from outside the domain. This may be
considered to be an obvious statement given the belief that many forensic domains are
based upon the application of established scientific domains to support legal questions.
It is therefore important that fundamental philosophical and methodological principles
from, for example, the classic geo-forensic field, are adapted to fit forensic practice (Morgan and Bull, 2007a). Moreover, Chapter 2 has discussed the idea that many forensic
fields have developed from a pragmatic need, where there has been too little opportunity to develop methods to systematically reach valid interpretations and scrutinise
foundational principles. What is meant with approaches outside of the domain, however,
mostly relates to the use of reasoning processes and statistical approaches. This specifically follows from the results in Chapter 5 where, at least in published literature, many
of the misinterpretations of data are simply embedded within current practice where the
methodologies applied to make sense of raw data is often insufficient, unclear, and/or
less than ideally applied. Moreover, it must be recognised that the forensic sciences are
not the only field that faces these issues and that requires the decision-making under
difficult and uncertain circumstances (West2002). What might be different to fields such
as clinical decision-making, however, is the involvement of a wide array of individuals, each with their own understandings and goals, highlighting that communication
remains key (Morgan, 2017b).
The ways in which valid interpretations can then be achieved is greatly dependent
upon the ability to express the current knowledge base. Chapter 2 discusses the idea
that despite being the foundation of most forensic arguments, both the experience of an
expert as well as the results from empirical studies should be made more explicit and
more structured respectively. A crucial - as well as perhaps the most challenging - part
of this is the ability to incorporate the levels of uncertainty in structured arguments. In
these cases, these will be mostly dependent upon the specific knowledge available to
an expert and the details of experimental settings which form the premises of the conclusions. This is also important as, with a growing knowledge base and computational
power, it perhaps takes away some grounds for miscommunication when the results
of analytical studies are combined with research fields which are emerging within the
forensic domain, including psychology, computer science, and applied mathematics and
statistics.

6.4 innovative mindsets driving the future of forensic interpretations

The consequences of not making valid interpretations based on scientifically sound
normative approaches is not only that it may lead to significant legal consequences, but it
also overshadows the achievements and progress made in the past decades. Especially in
cases where interpretations become increasingly complex, the method of communicating
and understanding the value of the evidence becomes just as important as the sciences
behind it (Howes, 2015). This perhaps requires a critical and innovative mindset for the
future, which will be discussed in the next and final section.

6.4

innovative mindsets driving the future of forensic interpretations

Finally, the need and ability to keep an open mind with regards to the current knowledge base is critical for robust and effective forensic reconstructions. More specifically,
this means that forensic scientists need to be aware that the available knowledge at a
moment of analysis, interpretation, or decision, is situational and that it can change
over time. Moreover, varying degrees of certainty can be obtained depending on the
level of objectivity of the methods used and the characteristics of the attributes that are
investigated. Additionally, these processes are limited by the need for context-specific
knowledge within an investigative setting and the time pressure (Cole, 2013), as compared to the relative open-ended nature of research and practice in an academic setting.
Where this thesis has shown that many changes within forensic research and practice
have been, logically, driven by emerging issues and extensive concerns on the validity of
scientific arguments. Where there was widespread support for a ‘research culture’ in the
forensic sciences (Mnookin et al., 2011), a change has taken place within the last decade
where scientific scrutiny and quality standards are high on the agenda (Tully, 2015). In
addition to recognising the importance of these issues by governing bodies, practising
forensic scientists and legal professionals should be kept trained and up to date with
changes within the forensic landscape and those fields concerning themselves with supporting valid interpretations (Government Chief Scientific Adviser, 2015).
One of the key arguments made in this thesis is that better use should be made from
the current knowledge base. While understanding that it is important for individuals
to grasp the methodologies to understand, combine, undertake, and interpret scientific
research, the development of the forensic science discipline as a whole requires a development of a complete and coherent knowledge-base which form the basis for future
research and applications. Moreover, in order to make the interpretation process more
reproducible between scientists and/or legal professionals, the available information
needs to be shared and combined in such a way that all individuals have ‘access’ to
the ‘most complete set’ of information. Moreover, being critical towards this knowledge
base, both in terms of the validity of premises (highlighting those perhaps based on
disapproved methodologies or others that more generally lack a scientific basis) and the
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validity of subsequent arguments (such as making unjustified decisions), using normative frameworks, allows for understanding where issues can possibly occur and where
research should be focussed. In a general sense, it can be argued that the presentation
and publication of findings and theories might never fully reflect what was aimed for
(Woldinga, 1938). However, this does not mean that these results, given their limitations,
cannot provide significant insights for future reconstructions.

CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSION

“You did [..] what you knew how to do,
and when you knew better, you did better”
- Maya Angelou

Ever since forensic scientists have sought to reconstruct criminal events, forensic evidence has been acknowledged as both an extremely useful tool as well as a target of
critique. To address these concerns, this thesis has shown the ability to evaluate current
practice by combining normative and descriptive studies, both from the perspective of
legal arguments in the shape of appeal court transcripts, as well as the arguments from
forensic scientists as encapsulated in published empirical literature. Although there is
an increasingly rich evidence base regarding, for example, population studies, analytical techniques, and trace evidence dynamics, the uncertainties that accompany the arguments which conceptualise such knowledge are often either not known or diminished
in the expression of beliefs or in subsequent decision-making processes. This thesis has
sought to understand the extent to which these interpretation processes could have been
better, by addressing four research questions:

7.1

how does the theoretical framework in which forensic science
operate creates drawbacks and opportunities in making and communicating valid interpretations?

The findings from Chapter 2 of this thesis, which has explored the framework in which
complex interpretations from forensic evidence are made from various perspectives,
have generally shown that various aspects play a role in drawing justified inferences
from observations. From a legal point of view, it has been shown that legal regulations
such as evidence admissibility standards have not always resulted in argumentatively
sound restrictions on evidence. Moreover, depending on the legal system, evidence is not
always adequately questioned once admitted into court. Given the complexity of forensic interpretations, however, it cannot be expected from legal professionals to adequately
address current critiques within the sciences and vice versa. Therefore, from a scientific
perspective, interpretations should be communicated in a more understandable manner.
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The results from exploring interpretations from a historical perspective have highlighted that, because of pragmatic needs and a lack of scrutinizing foundational principles, it is not surprising that misinterpretations have occurred throughout the past
decades. However, it has been shown that critiques following these issues have changed
forensic practice and its philosophical underpinnings in rigorous ways, allowing for a
continuous improvement of interpretations. This does not suggest that current misinterpretations are acceptable, whereby the key issue has been identified as understanding
and anticipating on (unknown) uncertainties, employing evaluative methods both preventively and repressively.
Understanding that forming sound argumentation is key in interpreting forensic evidence, the findings from this thesis suggest that a misunderstanding of reasoning processes often results in an over-statement of the value of findings. More specifically, it
has been the introduction of probabilistic arguments which have caused concern from
both the legal as well as the scientific community, despite this approach being the “most
accurate” way of representing results. However, in acknowledging these issues, methods
have been introduced within forensic interpretation, such as Bayesian networks, which
can adequately support these processes if cultural and historical stances can be overcome.
A critical part of the framework of evidence interpretation is the evidence base which
has been developed and the knowledge base which follows from combining these findings. The viewpoint that resulted from this chapter was that one of the major drawbacks
of making informed interpretations that there is a current inability to coherently combine the findings from unstructured published literature and tacit expert experience. By
being more aware of this issue and by thinking of ways to develop a structured evidence
base representing the full width of information from empirical findings, the knowledge
base will be more scientifically sound and situational in nature.

7.2

to what extent can the misinterpretation of evidence be studied
from appeal case judgments, and if sufficient, what are the reasons for misleading evidence posed in these cases?

The findings presented in Chapter 3 have provided empirical data showing the nature of
misleading evidence within criminal courts in England and Wales. Results from the systematic content analyses employed shows that a wealth of information can be obtained
from case transcripts, despite them often not containing the full statements by forensic
experts. The reasons for evidence to have been classified as misleading are mainly related to the nature of the evidence as presented in court, with the validity of witnesses,
probative value of forensic evidence, and relevance of character evidence being the most
prevalent combinations of issues which have been identified. The results show that mis-

7.3 developing normative frameworks for the evaluation of interpretations

interpretations of forensic evidence happen more often than only in a handful of cases,
fuelling the discussion on justified rulings in the light of balancing between convicting innocent and acquitting guilty individuals in cases where misinterpreted forensic
evidence might be present. This is especially the case as a critical question which was
addressed in this study was whether these issues could have been minimised. The results show that the majority of overturned convictions did not contain explicit new
evidence in the appeal, suggesting that many of these misleading aspects could have
been prevented by providing more transparency in the relationship between evidence
and hypotheses.

7.3

to what extent can normative frameworks be developed to evaluate the arguments and beliefs expressed by forensic scientists in
current practice and what are the limitations of taking such approaches?

A major gap which follows from Chapter 2 is the lack of evaluating past and current interpretations. The findings from Chapter 4 have shown that it is possible to develop such
evaluative normative frameworks, but that it requires a much more rigorous scrutiny of
current arguments, beliefs, and foundational theories than has been currently articulated. The results also introduce the idea of trace-scripts which should form the basis
of understanding physical effects on evidence and philosophical ideas of understanding
the value of feature observations within an investigative context. Crucially, the resulting framework presented in this chapter and accompanying transparent methodology
highlights the opportunities in developing thought-provoking frameworks based upon
an analysis of previous theories and beliefs. The presented (idea of developing a) trace
script, together with the identified key components of interpretations, allow for a systematic understanding of previous findings and an improved development of future
interpretations.

7.4

how is geo-forensic data currently being interpreted by forensic
scientists, and is this living up to current scientific, logical, and
legal standards?

Chapter 5 presented empirical findings derived from the evaluation of current interpretation approaches for geo-forensic evidence, which have demonstrated a range of issues.
The findings have highlighted that geo-forensic experts are not always being transparent on the clustering and classification methods, despite this being necessary to make
interpretations comparable, reproducible, and justifiable. Additionally, the results have
shown that the independence between features (or properties more generally) has ether
been simply assumed or has not been explicitly discussed, despite that this would have
been possible given the data. Moreover, Chapter 5 has provided a great example of the
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need for knowledge-based systems, whereby the evidence base from case-based inferences and empirical studies should effectively and efficiently be combined, whereby the
need has been shown for geo-forensic experts to take responsibility in providing these
results in such manners. Lastly, the results of this study demonstrated that some individual experts have not only presented beliefs in hypotheses, but also made subsequent
decisions on the source of a sample whilst lacking information on the decision-making
method, assumptions, and prior beliefs.

7.5

implications of this thesis

This thesis has combined a variety of approaches to study, and thereby understand, the
nature of why beliefs in hypotheses based upon forensic evidence have been the target
of much critique. These approaches are novel in that they analyse publicly available
data not used for this purpose previously, as well as that new normative approaches are
developed in the form of trace scripts and key components of interpretations. Where
the insights in misinterpretations of evidence were previously gained through generally
high-profile isolated cases or found within individual laboratories, the nature of the approaches developed in this thesis have allowed for providing systematic and comprehensive insights into misinterpretations, both from a legal as well as a scientific perspective.
Moreover, the findings from this thesis enable new research to be undertaken. For example, the misleading nature of evidence identified in Chapter 3 allows for applying
advanced methodologies to these findings, such as machine learning, to automatically
analyse cases on an even more significant scale. Moreover, the developed normative
framework in Chapter 4, and the idea of developing trace scripts, can be readily applied to systematically studying a range of other forensic evidence types in a coherent
and transparent way. Where this thesis has identified worrying and significant issues
in the interpretation of a range of forensic evidence types, it has developed normative
frameworks and presented philosophical and practical ideas which help pave the way
to improve interpretations of evidence in the future, contributing to making fair and
reasonable decisions in court.
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